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, PERIL OF THE EAST




Japanese Minister Wants Explanation
of William's Remark to an
American Congressman.
GOT IT AND WENT
AWAY QUITE SATISFIED
- New York, Sept. 27.--• While the
visit ef ble Witte to the German em-
peror is stated to be in connection
with the coining peace conference at
The Hague, the real object of the
Russian statesman's interview with
Prince Puelow, Baron Reichthoffen
ad Emperor William, is to arrange,
declared a Herald dispatch from Ber-
lin, some joint policy to stem the
danger christened the "Yellow Peril"
in the Far Emit.
According to a Times dispatch
from Berlin, the Tagablett today as-
serts that the purpose of the secent
visit of the Japanese ministel• to
Chancellor St:Ono was to request an
explanation of Emperor William's
reported remarks regarding the "Yel-
low Peril" to the visiting American
congressmen. It is stated that the
Japanese minister went away satisfied.
Necorted to Station by Emperor.
Gross Rominten, Prussia. Sept. 27.
—M Witte, by invitation of Emperor
NVil'iam, spent the night at the Ro-
minten hunting lodge.
The Emperor and Prince Von
Eilenburg bosught the Russian states
man in an automobile to the railroad
illation here at 9:15 this morning.
The special train was not quite
ready and the emperor and Witte
talked for twenty-five minutes in the
waiting room and then parted. The
train takes M. Witte to Wirballen,
where it joins the express.
along the caaal.and -returning at,rtight
to the hip which *ill sail out to an-
chorage in the open sea to escak post





Rite at Panama Destroys More Than
Twenty Houses. 'SP
Did Witte Butt Into Moroccan Affair?
Berlin, Sept. 27.--The impression in
some of the Paris newspapers that
ML Witte has endeavored to assist
trance in persuading Chancellor Von
Buehler and Foreign Secretary Von
Ricbthoffen to accept Premier RCM-
net's Moroccan programme appears
most unlikely, although inquiries
made on the subject have not re-
sulted in obtaining definite official
information to what took place -at
Witte's interviews with the Chan-
cellor and foreign secretary.
It was learned, however, that Rus-
sia's policy rpresent tends to entire
non-interference in Franco-German
relations. France naturally would de-
sire Russia's support against German
diplomacy, but Russia's view seems
to be that the Moroccan qpestion does
not concern her and that France and




Strikes Manila, Leaving 8,000 Persons
Homeless.
Colon, Sept. 27.—A terrific fire has
started in Bolivia street, near the rail
road buildings. Several valuable
properties already have been destroy-
ed. The railroad buildings so far are
safe. The postoffice is destroyed and
the fire is still raging and buraing
nerthward. If the wind shifte'to the
north the whole town will be imper-
iled.
6:30 a. m —The fire was eetinIth
ed this morning. More than 
t
houses were destroyed. The reamed
property i- intact. All the Paeitlima
government offices and leased
trigs 
 bid-
wcr burned to the ground.
Hardly anything was saved. A con-
servative estimate places the damage
at $50,000.
New York, Sept. v.—The Evening
Sun has a dispatch from Manila re-
porting a distractive typhoon in that
city The native districts were swept
away, fk000 persons are homeless and
five Filipinos Were killed, and J00
nersous were Minted. Hundreds of
building,. were unroofed. Thousands
rif electric light wires were blown
down, filling the streets with flames
until the current was turned off. '
The city was in darkness when the
dispatch 4as sent and all street traf-
fic was suspended. It was believed
that shipping in the bay had warning
of the approach of the storm, but tip
to the time the dispatch was sent the
Ahipc were invisible 'on account of the
rain and had not cOMmunicated with
the shore.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
Go To Panama Tomorrow to Inspect
Big Darns
Washington, Sej-Trt. 27.—The foreign
members of the board of consulting
engineers "isf the Isthinian canal corn-
ini.sion left this city Tuesday for Bos
ton, where they will tomorrow be
joined by the other members of the
board to inspect the Aliiiithusetts dam
near that city.
On Wednesday evening they will
return to New York and from that
city will sail at once for the Isthmus
on the steamer Havana. The party
expects to stay on the Isthmus for
about a week, ntakirig deb tript
-WANT $100,000
MRS. J. N. REED FILED BIG
SUIT AGAINST SEWING
MACHINE COMPANY.
Claims That Five Years Ago Her
Husband Illegally Transferred
Property to Corporation.
HESSIG PROPERTY CHIMES OFJELLS
SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION IMISS LELIA BROWN AND MR.
YESTERDAY FILED BY GUS ROUFF ARE TO MARRY
LAWYER MARTIN. I NEXT WEEK
News yesterday from Clinton, Ice,
was that the day tefore there was
filed in the eirc•fit court there a suit
for Waco° against the Singer Sew-
ing Machine company. The proceed-
incowas instituted by Mts. J. N. Reeil4
who resides in Hickman county, and
who was represented in the litigation
by Lawyers Moorman, Webb and
Warren,of Mayfield.
In her petition Mrs. heed states
that•fivs sears ago her !oisband ille-
gally transferre I to the Sioger Sew-
ing Machine soot pany COO acres 31
land lying in Hio'cii is county, the ti-
tle to which was not clear in his
name. Now she asks the court to
either give her $too,000 or compel
the Singer sewing machine concern to
return the property to her, but refund
her for the ten or fifteen miln feet
of timber the defendant company
has taken from the property during
the five years just past.
The deal whereby the Singer lies-
pie came into possession of the
ground, was made through then agent
at Cairo, and service by the court pa-
pers was gotten upon the refen-
tatives at that plate. The on is
one of the largest crier e,
this section of the countle ,
character.
CLERK'S OFFICE.
Several Wedding Licenses hared, and
Deed Recorded.
Order Made Instructing Trustee to Miss Ina Baridsy and ()ear Denlzer
Re-Sell Wagon Works Building Wedded Last Evening—M. e
—Cenunissioner Left. Glisson and Lloyd esage.
Yesterday Referee Bagby, in bank-
ruptcy, did not make the order in-
structing that there be sold Eighth
and Jones street property belonging
to Dr. Herman T. Hessig, who filed a
petition in bankruptcy, and whose es-
tate is being wound up. Lawyer Ar-
thur Martin, one of the trustees, yes-
terday filed a supplemental petition,
setting up additional facts in the mat-
ter, and this resulted in the court
holding off in making the sale order,
which is for disposal of .the property
to satisfy a claim held against. same
by Mrs. Katherine Hessig, mother of
the physician'.
The county clerk yesterday issued'
marriage licenses to Oscar Deneer,
aged at, and lam 0. Barkley, aged
19, of this city: Lloyd R. Pair, aged
21, and Tennis Gisson, abed 01, of
Graves county.
Colored people procuring a license
were J. W. Clark, agek8, and Clem
King, tired 37, of the city; William
Skelton. aged32, and Blanche Liggon,
aged 24, of this city. Each Of these
four negro parties have been mar-
tied *ace before.
Deed Recorded
Property on North Sixth be
Clay and Trimble streets has
sold by George W. Wilson to svi
L. Hardin for $2.575, and thif.AIAtd
filed kw record with the countyrnalk.
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
een
Meeting Be Held Tomorrow Even-
ing By the Body.
Tomorrow evening the ft nee com-
mittee meets at the office f Auditor
Alexander Kirkland for t purpose
of going over the bills h against
the city, and alse the pay us of the
municipal officials and employes. The
comtrittee goes over the accounts and
toile to get them in proper shape for
allowance by the council next Mon-
day evening, and aldermen the fol-
lowing Thursday night.
BRITISH TQ VISIT JAPAN:
Sell Wagon Property.
Referee Bagby did issue the or-
der directing Trustee Roy W. bec-
Kinney, of the Pachicah Wagon
works, to again sell the two story
brick building at Second and Wash-
ington streets: The trustee has To
advertise the property, and set the
date for his sale at a latter period.
This property was sold once before
to E. G. Faris, but the terms of sale
were not abided by and now it will
be put up again.
Commissioner Left.
Lawyer J. Campbell Flournoy left
yesterday for Atlanta, Ga., on bus-
0114 to be gone several days. He
is the special commissioner selected
14.Judge Walter Evans, of the Unit-
•M' States court at Louisville to de-
cide the steamer Chattanooga bank-
rtiOy proceeding. He was to pass
on the question by next Monday.,
bedehis absence and other delays ,will
necessitate a postponement of the
decision.
'Hong Kong, Sept 27:---The British
China squadron, eonemanded by Vice
Admiral Sir Gerard Noel, which is
visiting Port Dalny, will proceed, Oc-
tober 2, to the principal pmts of
Japan. The squadron consists of *IP
cruisers and two divisions of torpedo
boas. • •
SERIOUS CHARGE
VEVAY, IND., PEOPLE SAY
THEY WANT ONE HARRY
PHILLIPS THERE.
Said to Be Traveling for Stock Food
Company and Charged With As
saulting a Female.
•
Yesterday information reached tithe
city that there web wanted at Vevey,
Ind.? a young man named Harry Phil-
lips, supposed to be from the city of
Paducah, Ky. The charge hanging
over his head is that of committing
a criminal assault upon a woman of
Vesay.
The police know of no Harry phi:
ups, except a young man who was
released last week here in the circuit
court where he was charged wit
being implicated in theft of a watc
from J. E. Warlord at a resort
West Court street.
It will be remembered that Aleck
Yeltitna and Harry Phillips were
charged with stealing the ticker ft
Villtrford and skipping out to Mayfiel
where they were arrested several daps
thereafter. They were brought hetes
and held over to the grand jury wbff
brought in indictments, -but Phillips
was released on his own bond, and
ii thought to have left the city. ,
eeThe telegram yesterday from
Vevey stated that the Phillips wanted
*Amuled for a concern that. snare-
factored an especially prepared fonl
for stock and cattle.
The authorities do not know who it
is unless it is the Phillips mentioned.
and they believe this inrpossible as he
got his liberty here only a few days
ago.
Next Wednesday Istbss Lelia Brown
and Mr. GUS, Ruff will be united in
marriage at the borne of the bride,
who reedes with her sister, Mrs.
Thomas Scopes, out on the Mayfield
road near the corporate limits. It will
be a quiet home affair witnessed by
only the intimate friends and rSla-
itives.
The yoting lady is a popilar girl
fssessing considerable beauty of an
attractive nature and is highly esteem
Sri by everybody. Mr. leouff is the
well known truck gardner who re-
sider, several miles from the city on
the Mayfield road.
. EbITOR INJURED
Mr. John Meloan Victim of Peculiar
Accident Last Night.
Evening Nuptials.
Last night at 8:30 o'clock in the
presence of many friends and rela-
tives Miss Ina Barkley .and Mr. Os-
car Denker were united in marriage
at the home of the young lady's par-
trt*, Mr. and Mrs. John Barkley, of
Seventh and Boyd streets. The cere-
meny was performed by Rev. W. W.
Armstrong, of' the Trimble street
etbodist church, and was followed





Both are among the city's best
nown and most popular young peo-
ple, the bride being the handsome
and cultured of that number and is a
sister of Hon. Alben Barkjey, dem-
ocratic nominee for count/ attorney.
The groom is the eteetned and effi
*sent saddle maker at the Starks-Ull-
n sulfite works on North Eighth
et. Together with his bride they
edietely enter upon housekeeping
at 9artilinab1s street.
- /Married by Judge.
Yesterday afternoon at the county
court house Judge Lightfoot married
Miss Fannie Glisson and Mr. Lloyd
A. Page, of Mayfield. They were ac-
companied by miss Kittie Page and
Mr. Wm. Perry, and returned home
last night.
Me. J. M. Mkloan. a well known
newspaper man, was badly hurt last
night on a Broadway car. Two ne-
gro women got into a scrap and one
hit the other, who fell across Mr.
Mieleian with an open knife in her
hand which penetrated his right leg,
inflicting a deep wound. Mr. Meloan
was at the carnival with Miessirs Mac
Gregor and Everett of the News
Dlemincrat and was -.talking to Mr.
Frank MicCreirv at the time of the ec-
cidapt. Dr. Duly dressed Mn. Me-
loan's wound and thinks he will be
for.several days. •
Miss Maude Lemon ,of Mayfield, is
heedOon a visit.
STARTS TO JAPAN
BARON KOMURA, THE ENVOY
TO LEAVE AMERICA FOR
HOME.
He Expects a Cordial and Warm
Welcome and Don't Fear
the People.
vote all her eneres with renewed





vigor to the development of her na-
tional resources."
WOMEN FIGHTERS.
Dena Beale, Colored, Accidentally
Hurt Man in Falling.
Ti:: police are looking for one
1..s.ona Beale, a cokred woman, who
is charges with engagee ii, a scrap
with another negro woman aboard a
street car just as it was starting from
the carnival grounds last night. The
other woman knocked down the
Beak riegyess, who fell across the
lap of Editor John Meloan, as men-
tioned in another column, with an
open knife in her hand. The blade
of the knife penetrated the editor's THE COSTITUENTS ISSUE
leg badly injuring him. The scrap- MANIFESTO TO NATION
pets got' away before they could be
caught.
C. E. Faith, white, was arrested
last night by Officers Johnson and
Rogers on the charge of being drunk
and disorderly.
New York, Sept. 17.--.The return to
Japan of Baron Korrsura, the Japan-
ese peace plenipotentiary, began to-
day, when he left New York for Mon-
ereal. In the party also was Baron
Kaneko and Aimar Sato, secretary to
the peace envoy.
-The Jappnese left over the New
York Central railroad in the private
car of Sir Wm. Van Horne, president
of the Canadian Pacific railroad, over
which lines they will be transported
Trout Montreal t • Vancouver.
With Baron Komura went Dr.
itchard, who has atteeeled the pleni-
potentiary during the attack of ty-
phoid fever which recently prevented
him from leaving for Japan on the
date set for his retura. lir physician
may go as far as Vancouver.
Baron Kaueko, acting as spokes-
man for Baron Kernura, said: "We
are lefoking forward to a warm and
cordial reception. All this talk about
the Tapanese people ikeing displeased
with the work of the peace envoy is
very much exaggerated" '
Baron Kornura feels deeply grate-
ful for many courtesies and kind-
nesses extended during his visit, and
commended highly President Roose-
velt's success in bringing the repre-
sentatives of Japan and Russia to-
gether. The Baron said:
"Availing myself of this occasion,
deem it fit that I should exptess
highest appreciation of the disintir-
ester', energetic end unremitting ef-
forts of the president of the succest-
ful initiation and consummation r)f
peace, MO to him humanity owes a
debt of deep gratitude. '
"As the result of the war Japan
will undoubtedly secure a well-re:fog-
niztel position in the Far East. I have,
however, no hesitation in affirming
that there will be no break in the
continuity of Japan's foreign policy.
Steadify and firmly adhering to the
policy of peaceful expansion in come
Hungarians Drawn Togeth-
er by Kirigis Bruskness
NOW TALK I,OUDLY
01 A REVOLUTION




TEST CASE BE SUBMITTED TO
JUDGE REED TODAY AT
BENTON.
Judge a. W. Bradburn, of Bowling
• Green, Selected to Heats Walter
Holland Killing sCiditge.4.
At Benton today there will be
submitted to Judge Reed for decision
the suits filed in Marshall county
against the Interstate Life Assurance
company of Indianapolis, Ind., where-
in the state of Kentucky sues the. •
company for $30an eachof.the sev-
eral actions of winkling o pbrties
taking insurance in the company. The
jury has beeti waived in the matter
and the cases 'heard by Judge 'Reed
will be test actions, the Jesull of
which will decide the balance of the
similar proceedings instituted against
this concern at different parts of the
state.
There is a law against giving a life
fttencetflelff"tot
insurance lacy holders back any of
the At 
him to insure in that respective com-
pany. It is claimed that the inter-
state cot•cem has been guilty of Ibis.
in mainnances abmilikoffety
snits have been filed against them
for $scip in each instance. .
Many lawyers and witnesses will be
before the judge today at Benton to
testify and argue the proceedings.
Whichever side loses .the actions will
be carried to the highest courts in
the land.
Another Judge.
This morning early another special
judge is expected to arrive here en
route to Benton to try the killing
charge against Sheriff Walter Holl-
and, of Murray. He is Judge B. W.
Bradburn of Bowling Green, who was
yesterday selected as the special jur-
ist to sit in the matter in place of
Judge Eli 'Brown, of Owensboro, who
resigned the place. A special man
has to hear the proceeding because
the regular judge, W. M. Reed, is
disqualified by airtime of being an at-
torney for the prosecution.
,da
London, Sept. 27.—Englishmen are
asatching the course of events in
Austria-Hungary with the keenest
anxiety. They believe that the situa-
tion contains the seeds of immediate
danger to the peace of central Eu-
rope.
All the news reaching London in-
dicates that Hungary is seething with
anger and that the revolutionary sen-
timent is of an unprecedented
strength. Emperor Franz Josers
brusqueness to the Hungarian dele-
gation has welded all parties into one
and has rallied even the elements
heretofore ranked as moderates
around the banner of the independ-
ence party.
Bordeaux Sued.
In the circuit ceert here yesterday
Lawyers Taylor & Lucas briiiight for
themselves against J. S Bordeaux,
suit for $25o they claim due them
as a lawyers fee for se:Niece perform-
ed for Bordeaux when he was arrest-
ed here some months ago for his con-
nection with the People's Home Pur-
chasing company. The 'services were
never paid, and now sue, and also
ask for an attachment against Bor-
deaux's property here. They state
they think the accused is at Fort
Worth, Texas.
SPECIAL SESSION.
Red Men Meet Tonight to Initiate
Big Class.
Thi, evening the Red Men hold
the special meeting of their lodge at
the assembly hall 'on North Fourth
seteet, for the purpose of initiating
a large class of candidates. Tomor-
row night the election of officers oc-
cureeand as that takes up an entire
night,' the called gathering had to be
convened this evening in order to get
the big class initiated.
BLOW OPEN SAFE IN
SMALL OHIO TOWN.
Dayton, 0., Sept. 27.—.The safe of
the bank of Osborn, a town. fifteen
miles from here, was blown at 1
o'clock this morning by burglars, *An
used nitroglyger4n. The safe-blowers
escaped, but the amount of booty se-
cured has not been dktennined.
• .
The 11114eburg dynasty appears now
to be confronted with a practically
hnited Hungary. _ -111
Barring continued outbursts of na-
tionalistic wrath and patriotic demon-
strations, no fresh developments are
expected before October 3, when the
coalition parties' executive commit-
tee will meet to consider the situa-
tion provoked by the crown's ultima-
tum There are unsubstantiated rum-
ors that Edward, on the occasion of
his recent visit to Emperor Franz
Josef, gave the latter assurances of
British support should certain eventn-
aliti.. develop, but it is almost certain
that the attitude of this government
will remain one of entire aloofness
so bong as the situation retains its
present character of a purely internal
crisis. This determination is born
first, of esteem for the person of the
venerable king-emperor and secondly,
of England's traditielnal sympatbje-e
for Hungarian national aspirations,
dating from the time of Louis Kos-
stab's exile to these shores.
Anti-Irish organs have seized upon
the narrowly averted war in Scandi-
navia and the "impending catastro-
phe" in Austria-Hungary as an oe-
cesioa to point out afresh the fallacy
of home rule. Both situations are
said to contain the moral that "there
is no permanent half-way house be-
tween complete union and total sep-
aration."
Tumultuous Scene in Lower House
Vicuna, September 27.—When the
lowerfhouee reassembled Tuesday the
opening rnoinents were marked by.
tumultuous social democratic demon-
stration against the 'premier, Baron
Gautsch Von Frankentburn, who has
incurred the wrath of the social
democrats by his attitude on the
question of election reform, he hav-
ing advised el•e emperor to refuse to
consent to the introduction of uni-
versal sitfferage in Hungary The
uproar lasted, for some time. .hotit,
of "withdraw" and "resiot • being
heard above the general din
Manifesto of Coalitionists.
Btida Peet, Hungary, Sept 27.—
The committee of the coalitionists has
issued a manifesto to the nation in"
reply to the programme submitted to
its leeders by the emperor-king.
The manifesto declares that some
points of his majesty's, •erogramene
are not in conformity with the con-
stitution, referring trspecially to his
contention that the question of the
language of command in the Hun-
garian army must be entirely elimi-
nated from discussion.
It is asserted that this is equivalent
to the abolition of the nation's right
to control its own affairs, for which
there is no legal authority
The newspapers characterize the
etatements of the Austrian premier.
Baron Gautch Von Frankenthurn, in
the Reit-le:math yesterday, as unwar-




Chicago, Sept. 27.—Bruno H. Ga,
a wealthy druggist, shot and killed
himself *in a room at the Auditorium
Hotel early today. Mr. Goll, who
was single, had been in ill health, and._
recently had been despondent. He left
no message.
PUBLIC WORKS





RAIIIGETI FOR THIS INTER-
' ZSTINGSVENT.
-Ibtfry Athodes Grants the
Drained—Pavements on West Good Liar' ts of City Possession
Bresieray Ordered. 411 Ins Stare Again.
Yeaterday afteraeon mot the board
of public works that body, on bear-
ing the adverse report of City En-
gineer Washington, decided that it
was inpracticable to put an iron rail-
ing on top the curb -at the edge of
the concrete tpavement running is
front of Frank Jones' hardware es-
tabFreltment at Second and Kentucky
avenue. Years ago When Second
street was built its grade was higher
-titan the sheeting thoroughfares,
Broadway, or Kentucky avenue, so
that when the new briCk street was
put down now, fire grade for the
street had Inhe cttt dovin, while that
for the sidewalk right along side
satire remains as of old. This makes
the sidewalk several feet higher than
the street and to prevent people fall-
ing from walk to thoroughfare, the
board of works had been ordered by
the municiPil legislative boards to
put an iron railing right at the edge
of the curb. The engineer says this
is impracticable and it will not be
done.
Supt. Keebler, of the city's electric
light plant, was ordered to have the
street inspector to get bids for the
plumbing and other work to be done
in getting the municipal powerhouse,
on Madison between Ninth and Tenth
abreets, connected with the City sani-
tary sewerage district.
The city solicitor was ordered to
have Contractor Ed Terrell sign the
contract entered into with him by the
city for improvement of Ninteenth
street by grading and graveling same
from Madison to Trimble street. The
work has been started, but contracts
between city and 'Terrell have never
been reduced to writing.
The bids put in 'by 'contractors for
improving Woodward street. in Me-
- ehanicsburg, all being too high were
-rejected by the board of works which
will again advertise the work and
new bids taken. This thoroughfare
is in hffechanicsburg and will be
graded and graveled.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott re-
ported to the board that the stand-
ing pond of green-scum-covered
water in Bradshaw creek out behiad
Fountain avenue had been drained
and the water flown off. The board
•then ordered the inspector to have
the creek opened in sueh a way that
water will drain off always.
City Celicitor Campherl was order-
ed to again take rip the qnestion
shoat having pavements put on both
sides of Wiest Broadway 'from the
point where the brick sidewalks now
end, on out to Fountain avenue Ev-
ery property owner out there wants
the pavements and is willing to give
up the property necessary for same
in front of their homes, free of cost
with exception of W. F. Bradshaw,
who wants to be paid for his prop-
erty. The former soliCitors have
'been ordered to bring condemnation
suit against Bradshaw and forcibly
take possession of the preperty in
front of his home for the necessary
walks, but this has never been done,
and now the present solicitor is or-
dered to take and bry his hand at it.
Engineer Washington was instruct-
ed to compel people to rewrite the
obstructions someone 'has plated on
the street along West Jefferson.
The new hand sweeper for street
purposes 'has arrived here from Wish-
ington, D. C, and Secretary Saunders
Fowler, of the board of works was
ordered to errange for use of the
sweeper on Broadway between Fifth
and Ninth streets, where the bine
lithic stands. This is the sweeper
sent here for Indy days trial free TA
charge by the Wlashington people,
and it is to be used on Broadway
to see how it works. A cart is to go
along with it to haul away the dirt
It sweeps up.
Mrs. Mt F. Emery was requested
to sign a deed transferring ter por-
tion of the property through which
an alley on the South Side of town
be run.
Contractor Ed Hannan was award-
ed the contract of putting the toilet
- a . es cToretlii—aT th Ctty
Hall annex, which is the two story
double-tenement building standing
beside the hall.
The board ordered that no electric
light be placed at Twertfth and Salem
avenue on account of the powerhouse
now carrying as many lights as elet-
tricity can be supplied for.
The city solicitor was ordered to
\ draw up the ordinances prociding
that concrete sidewalks be placed
placed along both sides of Harrison
from Eighth to Thirteenth streets,
and on Eleventh between Madison
and Mionroe streets. • The property
owners of that vicinity long since
petitioned for those pavements but
same has never yet been laid.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
was ordered to have the Illinois Cen-
tral 'railroad to repair things at Sec-
ond and Monroe streets so the pnblie
gutter would not be stopped up and
water prevented from flowing off.
When the I. C. run its switch track
across that corner, over to behind
Covington's, it Shoveled the dirt
mound so that the gutter was stop-
bliarreger Harry C. Rhodes, of the
Ifinsiles-Berford .establishment of
North Fourth httteet, has arranged
to again turn his establishment over
to the good ladies 'of this city for
the using -period ofenine days, during
which time, the Seethe furnishes the
noble workers with ranges and ev-
erything so they can bake cakes,
cook articles of food and get up other
editles rwhich are sold to the public.
Myer, year Mr. Rhodes lets-the
ladies Of some ,-Ehurch society have
iris store one day, and then those of
another church 'hollow with the same
period Of time until generally it takes
about nine or ten days for him to get
around to all of them. His house
furnishes everything, and only asks
the ladies to come and take charge,
do their cooking, sell the things, and
pocket -all the money for their church
or other good work.
This year .he 'has arranged to give
the ft:Mowing church organizations,
the dates mentioned:
Ladies Aid Society of Cumberland
Presbyterian church, Tuesday, Octo-
ber 3rd.
Ladies 'Missionary Society of the
First Baptist church, Tuesday, Oc-
tober refh.
Temple lsreal ladies, Wednesday,
October rith.
'Ladies of the Home of the Friend-
less, Thursday, October Isth.
Mir. Rhodes has already informed
these ladies fhat the store is set
aside for them during the days men-
tioned, and they hailed tht informa-
tion with great delight, as the bodies
are always anxious to get benefit of
the unprecedented privilege accorded
them and flock to the establishment
in large droves to make money for
their church or respective organiza-
tion. The sales for years past have




DERED TO REPAIR THEM
RIGHT AWAY.
The Street Railway Men, and Little
Bunch of Concrete Workers,
Busy on Third.
In many places along South Third
streets there are cracks noticed ;n the
new concrete sidewalk which ha's
just been pin down by Contractor
Thomas Bridges in carrying along
the reconstroction work of that thor-
oughfare. Sonic of the cracks are a
quarter of an inch wide and extend
from the curbing clear up to the
fences fronting the residences abut-
ting. At other places irregular
cracks are found, but all of these will
have to be remedied before the city
accepts the work.
Engineer Washington yesterday
stated that he had noticed the rnult-
phcity of cracks in the sidewalks and
ordered the corttratior so immediately
tear up the concrete wherever it
cracked in thie manner, and displace
it with new and better material.
This work le to be started right away.
Mr. Washington said yesterday
that the last honsignment of brick
for the Third street yrorlc was ex-
pected within the next few days and
that upon arrival work of completing
things would immediately be pushed
through. At present the crew of
street railway men are putting down
their new tracks and ties near Third
and Broad, while dower some blocks
further the Bridges men are laying
the concrete that goes across the side
walk to the property line, wherever
there is a driveway leading out of
the abutting private property.
The King Catfish.
iA dispsteh htorn The upper °filo
states that after a battle which lasted
an hour and * half and during whIcii
he was towed snore than a mile down
the Ohio river in his row boat, a
fisherman captured a monster catfish
that tipped the beam at I3Q I-2
pounds. This huge firth has been the
terror of fithermen along that part of
the river for years, and has made
away with more lines and specially
constructed hooks and gaffs than 'he
conld equal in weight. It was with a
!ninth steel hook, well imbedded in
a bait of river and fastened to a 2o-
foot trace ehain that he was taken.—
Mk. Carmel RepubScan.
Judge Bentcm, in the Clark circuit
court, refused' to vacate the bench
in the contempt proceedings against
Judge ;ernes Hargis far alleged com-
plicity in the enticing away of drit-
fleeces in the damage suit of Mrs,
James B. Marretrrnr for the murder of
her husband






When They First Took Their Op-
tion it Was to Only the First of
Next Month.
The option the Boston capitalists
have upon the: street railway, gas
and steam heating plants of this city
expires next Sundty,bVthtomo-
ters from afar have gotten an exten-
tion until the Isth day of October in
their negotiations.
When Mr. Bleecker and others
took the option upon the system three
months ago' they agreed to either
close same or abandon it first of Oc-
tober, and put up Stre,000-4
money to gnarantee their good faith.
Now they have asked and gotten a
fifteen day extension upon their op-
tion and expect to take over control
of the different plants by that time
This extension was necessary on ac-
count of great length of time neces-
sary to arrange different matters of
importance connected with the nego-
tiations incidental to the sale.
The Boston people have been grad-
ually bringiag their office men here
and now there are several installed at
the street car office, which seems to
be the main point in which they are
directing their attention right at pres-
ent.
Their men are becoming familiar
with the workings of the plant, in er-
der to be in position to take full
charge when the middle or next
month comes, that is if they live em
to the option, and there is nothing to
evidence their intention not to do so.
A Cut-Glass Bath Tub.
(New York Press.t
A woman, not an actress nor Mrs.
"Stuyve" Fish, danced into a glass
and China house in Barclay street 'the
other day and astonished the manager
by ordering a cut-glass bath tub seven
feet long, two and one-half feet wide
and two feet deep.
"I fear it is impossible, madam,"
he said. "I' never heard of anything
so large in cut glass. I doubt if any-
body in the world could turn out such
a thing. Besides, the cost would be
imrniense."
"You need not Worry about the
cost, sir; I shall take care of that.
The question is—can you make the
tub
He said he would let her know
within a week. To his head salesman
he said that such a tub could not be
made for less than $50,000.
John A. Norton, a socialist leader
of Bridgeport, Conn., committed sui-
cide by inhaling gas.
Secretary of the Treasury Leslie
M. Shaw will retire from the cabinet
on February T, relo6.
PUBLIC CLOCKS
THE.PAINTERS DO NOT WANT
MUCH TO PAINT THEM;
JUST $70.
Both Clocks Are Oetting- Pretty Old
and New Ones May Be Put Up
Before Many Months.
The two dials at the city 'hall clock
need painting and figures 'have been
gotten by Mr. John J. Meich, the
jeweler, who ii felidef -
the timepieces in the cupalo of that
public building arid also First Baptist
church. Mir. Bleich jest got prices
quoted him so he could see what
it could be done for and then make
some recommendation to the legisla-
tive boards that the work be done.
Its fe- probable-thee ae-tine-bids-
the work will go unattended to, a
painters in general wanted about $yo
to paint the two dials that need the
fresh coat most. This is entirely too
high, and shows that it is not so
much the work the painters charge
for, but the dangerous poetion in
whioh they are while painting tilt
clocks on top of the high buildings.
The dials are in a very bad shape
and something will have to be done'
before long as another winter will
put them out of business altogether.
Both the clocks on top of the hall
and Baptist church are getting very
old, as they have been there fcr years
past, and probabilities are that before
many months new ones will be or-
dered and put up. The hands of the
present ones, and espec ally that on
the church, do not run regular at
present and cause considerable trou-
ble and inconvenience sometimes to
the people who try to go by its time.
LEAVES TRACK ON
SHARP CURVE
Durango, Col., Sept v.—News has
reached Durango of the wreck of the
eastbound Rio Grande passenger train
at a point between Dolores and Glen-
coe, two miles west of the latter
place.
The train was taking a sharp curve,
when the baggage car left the track,
taking with it both passenger coaches,
which were overturned, and LH of the
passengers, about thirty in number,
were badly bruised and shaken up.
Many of them making a narrow es-
Cape of death.
FINNS TO UNITE IN PETITION.
St. Petersburg, Sept a'.—The Fin-
nish progressives of all shades of
inion have decided to unite in a
common petition formulating their
demands. This is being drawn up
and the progressive's declare that if it
is granted it will furnish a real guar-
antee of the tranquility of the coun-
try.
Fire at Spokane, Wash., destroyed
property worth Serio,000.
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At, Ve Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
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35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY,
-11110 117
DINNEI, SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e, ta:eo to I.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 383—Residence 1696
E. G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS'.
DpN'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. am.
THE REGISTER, 10 CENTS PER WEEK.
A---Mark-of Renernent.
Cleanliness of person is one of the
most distinguishing marks of refinement, an
commands at all times the highest respect.
iro omote cleanliness, install in your
sleeping apartment or dressing room a snowy-
width, one-piece Vilaadned" Porcelain Enam-
eled Lavatory, provided with an abundant flow
of hot and cold running water.
Our plumbers are skilled mechanics and do




Do you want a first class Job by an
expert ;workman? If you do take
it to
John 13teich, jeweler.




Steam and Hot Water Heating.
?bone 133. 52, Broadway.
4-044.4.+4441+44+41sH+++.44sPese
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THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST COI
Of Paduowh, KentuckS,
Capital and Surplus $156,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
N. W. VAN CATLIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pay* 4
prig cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Sr.
proof vault for rent at Ille to Ito per year SS to ahm. Yost carry your OWE
key and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Uoe
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purpose'', as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
 a
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, iflog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KINTUCKY WATLIUNG PLACt
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - - Residence Phone 726





























































































THE SADDLE CO. TO GIVE SET
OF HARNESS TO COMMER-
CIAL CLUB.
Subscription to Wheel Co. About
Complete—Building Operations—
Horse Show, Etc.
The Paducah Saddle company of
Fourth and Jefferson street has in-
formed Secretary Coors, of the Corns
mercial club, that it is now making a
tine 'set of harness which it intends,
giving the Commercial club to go
along with the first class buggy to be
presented the business organization
by the Hardy Buggy factory which
started last week. The latter con-
cern gives - to the Commercial body
the first buggy turned out at its plant
and now this harness is to go along
with it. The *club will raffle the bug-
gy and harness off, keep half the
proceeds. and then donate the other
half to the Horne of the Friendless,
if the latter institution will receive.
'money raised by a raffle.
Only St,000 Left.
Yesterday the business men suc-
ceeded in getting all told Soma raised.
- to take the gto,000 bond issue to be
floated here by the steel wheel fac-
tory. This leaves only jr,000 yet to
be pledged, and this will be procured
today. Then Messrs Raurn and Car-
roll, of Chicago, will be notified to
come here and arrange matters for
installation of the plant.
Tearing House Down.
Yesterday Contractor William
Lockaood started tearing down the
old Murrell homestead at Fourth and
Ailionroe streets, to make room for
Ihe new two story brick it
log going up there. It is to-ise eon.,
structed by !stirs. Bettie Muckner and
will be completed late in the fall.
Poteadttion.
Work on the foundation for the
concrete home Dr. Phil Stewart in-
tends erecting at Ninth and Monroe
streets will be started off right away.
so as to let it rtst and get settled
by time spring comes, when the home
will be put up.
Mks Building.
None of the contractors have yet
left their bids with Architect 0. b.
Schmidt. wherein they quote what
figure they will construct the Elks
home for. The bids are to be opened
next Monday by the Elks building
company, and before them all the
contractors will have in their propo-
sitions.
Tobeleco Negotiations.
Colonel Micheal Griffin was here
from Murray yesterday and states
that nothing has yet been done at
Hopkinsville by Messrs Fcrigo and
Dunnington, who are the main repre-
sentatives in this country of the to-
bacco buying department for the It-
alian government. These bentlemen
are still inspecting the samples of the
Sow hogsheads of tobacco the farm-
ers asociation wants to sell them.
Establishments Close.
Next Satutday the merchantile es-
tablishments controlled in this city by
the Jewish residents will be closed
if on account of the New Year comingin Messrs Vt:aliers.tein.brothers will
give all of their attaches a fine outing
Up to Echo springs, Livingston coun-
W, where they go to spend the dayith a big picnic
Horse Show Meets.
This evening at the Commercial
chili headquarter; on South Third
street another meeting will be held
by the Horse Show committees to
continue ontlining their arrangements
for the approaching affair. Only the
gentlemen gather this everting. They
are gradually getting things in shape
for She affair which is only three
weeks off now,
MILITARY PROTECTION.
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 27.—Gov.
Beckham last Melt ordered that two
companies of infantry and a detach-
ment of battery of the state guard
proceed today to Russellville to pro-
tect W. R. Fletcher and Guy Lyon
during their trial there for criminal
assault. The .Hopkinsville and 'Bowl-
ing Green companies of infantry and
Frankfort battery have been designat-
ed for the duty.
Troops accompanied Fletcher to
Russellville in August last for trial
The jury disagreed., Both he and
Lyon are in jail at 'Bowling Green
or safe-keeping.
HARGROVE AND MILNER-
Clinton, Ky., Sept. 27.—Judge Spirit
today rendered a decision that Chby
Hargrove and J. R. Milner were the
rightful nominees of Fulton county
for judge and clerk and ordered that
the present clerk of that county have
their names placed on the ballot.
The Hickman delegation failed to
appear again-t them.
The first day's trip of the Kentncky
alfalfa and corn speciat attracted
larger crowds than had been antici-
pated. Ten stops were made from
Louisville to Richmond, and more
than t,,too farmers were out to hear
the lectures of the experts on the
train
EDIBLES
Prepared By the Ladies of Paducah
  for Cbarityto Sake  
BEGINNING TUESDAY OCTOBER 1
'-:-:--1-:-:•:-O-1-:-:-:-.-1-h++.-s-:-1-:-I-4-:-:*:-:-:-:-:-:-:--:-:--:--:-.:•-:--::--::-:oto:-:---:-+41-:-:-:--:-:-:-:-:-:-:-O-:-:-:-/-1-S++.1-1-1-.S-1-++++ :t
...1..
1 i'lliE LADIES COMPOSING THE SEVERAL CH'URCH SOCIETIES AND CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS OF PADUCAH WILL HOLD 1:
.4.- A COOKING EXHIBITION AT OUR STORE, WHERE THEY WILL BAKE CAKES, PIES AND FANCY PASTRIES TO BE SOLD BY
.4 THEM EACH DAY. THE ENTLRE PROCEEDS TO GO TO THEIR SOCIETIES. EVERYTHING WILL BE FURNISHED THEM ..f.
1 SO THAT THEY VIILL BE AT N 0 EXPENSE WHATEVER. EACH SOCIETY TAKING PART IN THIS EXHIBIT WILL BE AS- +SIGNED A DAY, AND THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO CALL AND SEE THEM. YOU WILL FIND PLENTY THAT IS 1.•• GOOD TO EAT.
1++4»:--1-+-1.44-4-4•414÷14-:-+-:-+++-4-3.4-++++++++++++++++++++++++i 
LADIES' AID SOCIETY OF THE CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
GRACE CHURCH GUILD OF GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH, ,
THE CATHOLIC LADIES OF ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CATHO-
LIC CHURCH
RAMSEY SOCIETY OF BROADWAW M. E. CHURCH
LADIES' HOME MISSION SCOCIETY OF TRIMBLE STREET M
E CHURCH
LADIES' AID SOCIETY OF THIRD STREET M E CHURCH
LADIES' MISSIONARY SOCIETY OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
LADIES OF THE TEMPLE OF ISRAEL
LADIES' BOARD OF THE HOME OF THE FRIENDLESS
1Remember You Are Welcome. Come and
Help the Ladies Make It a Big Success
HAVE TUESpAY, a TOBER 3.
HAVE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4.
HAVE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5.
HAVE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6.
HAVE SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7.
HAVE MONDAY, OCTOBER 9.
HAVE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10.
HAVE WEDNESDYY, OCTOBER 11.
HAVE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12.
TRUSTEES GATHER
THOgE IN CHARGE OF SNEED
ESTATE ASSEMBLE AT
LEXINGTON. t
Tomorrow There Will Be Selected
the Committee That Visits the
Towns Over the State.
Tomorrow at Lexington, Ky, there
will be held the meeting by the tius-
tees on the Mts. Sneed estate, and
at that Session the trustees will se-
lect the committee which is to visit
the different cities over the state and
decide vhere :shall be located the
three 'hillethodist colleges to be con-
structed out of the millions left in
the estate of Mrs. Sneed donated to
the Lottisvilile conference of the
Ilfiethodist church.
Mrs. Sneed gave' her estate to
conference mentionl and trusters
were put in charge o sitne. They In-
vested the money and now have en-
ough On hand to put up three college'
somewhere in this state, one to go to
the eastern part, one to central aad
the other to *estern Kentucky. They
are known as Methodist colleges, but
anyone can attend same. There twill
be a theological department 4oe resin-
ing students desiring to enter the
Methodist pulpit as ministers.
The different cities over the state
want to get one of these colliges.and
this committee will gti out and..visrt
the respective towns, look over the
sites offered forilocation thereon of
thi institution, and get informed as to
other indocamenta the towns offer
for capture of the prizes.
The Paducah committee :is daily.
getting things in shape to close the
option it has on s'tes, and when the
committee visits this city, they ;Nill
he offered propositions which it is
believed will cause Paducah to be
chosen as the town for the college
which goes to western Kentucky.
(Houston, Tex., Post.)
"I suppose he clasped yon in
arms when the canoeinpset?"
"No, quite the opposite."
"Quite the opposite?"
"Yes; the canoe upset when
clasped me in liis arms."
Insurance Funds in Politics.
(Nashville Banner.)
As was to be expected, the revela-
tion that the New York Life Insur-
ance- cip-Kiiiii-CcRiTildlif-d-$.95,aeo- or
the funds of the cottypany to the re-
publican campaign fund in tcgo, and
ar.o that similar contributions were
made in 1896 and 1900, is eliciting
t-sydespread 'comment anti criticism.
It requires no argument to show
that the managers of a life insurance
company have no authority to use
trust funds for advancing the inter-
ests of any political party, and the
fiat, as shown in the case of the
New York Life, that the campaign
conibution - was not frankly record-
ed upon the .hooks of the company,
but was simply "Charged against cash
in the Hanover hank," shows that the
management did not regard it as a
strictly legitinate expenditure, and
therefore sought to conceal its nat--
tire.
The,plea made by Vice-President
Perkins in justification of these re-
markable expenditures, is that it
was deemed best for the interests of
Use insurance, company and the poli-
cy holders, and that these contribu-
tions should not be considered as or-
dinary campaign contributiona, does
Paducah, Ky.
nc.t alter the moo- so far as it relates
to tile marrageniera's responsibility in
a 1..auciary trust and the rights of
the policy holders. It is well under-
go:it-the-money and business in-
terests of the country in the main
were convinced that the accession of
the democratic party to power in
1896, two and 1904 would threaten a
gener41 detrimental firiancal reaction,
and insurance company managements
shared in this conviction or appre-
hension, but they exceeded their au-
thority when they gave of the com-
pany's funds to be used for party po-
litical purposes. Doubtless many of
the policy holders in (he New York
Life voted for Bryan or for Parker,
and if the president of the company
had announced that he had made a
contribution of many thousand* of
dollars to the republican campaign
fund there would have been a v gor-
ous protest that would have made
the situation exceedingly embarrass-
ing and probably have compelled his
resignation.
William H. Kirpatrii k. I prominent
insurance man of Philadelphia, was
found dead under circumstances indi-
cative of 5nicide.
 emmaea
The Oak Tree's Reverie.
/
(Atlanta Constitution.)
"I feel that trouble's coining,"
said the Oak Tree. "The wind blows
kneen o'nights now and I feel a sOr-
ter loosenin. of my leaves—a sudden
shiver as the sap thrills through mg
veins. Old Winter's on the way. for,
over there, in the fields made fair. by
Sunshine, I see the yellow corn, and
the song o'the reapers has silenced all
the birds. But, I'm not conplaining.
for I've had a halleluia time the sum-
mer long! My broad, cool branches
waved welcome to the winds, and rain
and sunlight shimmered in my laugh-
ing leaves! My shadow was rest and
recompense to the sunburned toilers.
and the tempests blew all the birds
to my embracin garms. And when
winter strips my branches bare of
bloom the earth will be all glorious
with rrsy golden leaves. I shall but
sleep a while and hear later spring-
time singing in my dreams1"
Judge R. L. Stout, in the Franklin
circuit court, rendered judgment
against the Louisville and, Nashville
in favor of the commonwealth for
$12.2oo, alleged to be due as penalty
and interest on franchise taxes paid
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Thursday Morning, Sept. 28,_1975.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Register is authorized to an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a
candidate for Coroner of McCracken
county, subject to action of the demo-
erratic precinct conventions to be
held Saturday October 7.
•
The Truth Is Told.
The distinguished editor of the
Courier-Journal in the isine of yes-
terday take; occasion to ;cad The
Regitter a lecture on the' ethics of
joernalism and the value of observing
the high principles of truth in dealing
with slaters of history. Our observ-
ations of p few days ago along the
line of !"the Truth Prevails," moved
the ithpetuotts "Old Lady at the Cor-
ner" to apply the slipper to that part
of our anatomy that seems to be the
favorite location for the application
of handy foot-wear. Haieng dusted
4he bosom of our pants to her satis-
faction and delight the Old Lady falls
into an amiable mood again, and
close, the incident with a kindly ad-
monition to emulate the example of
little George a. cherry-tree fame.
The ways and means employed to en-
compass our humiliation are to be
found in another column of Ues page,
and to which we invite attention for
the reason that every chap who gets
a spanking thinks he did not deserve
- it.
* • •
It is a matter of common knowl-
edge throughout Kentucky that from
the beginning of the campaign for, the
gubernatorial? nomination in the
▪ spring of 1899 tint I after the ticket
that was defeated in November of
that year was installed in the state
house, the Courier-Journal was for
'Mr. Goebel. We do not propose to
say that its editor, Mr. Watterson,
was for Goebel first, last and all the
time, but that paper was for Goebel.
In its reports of the speakings its po-
litical correspondent gave the reports
an ultra Goebel color. The infam-
Ous Music Han convention was held
and its infamies received the support
of the Courier-Journal. That paper
encouraged the contest and used os
influence to quiet the people down
and to shbmit to the outrage. We
said, and still say that the articles in
the -Courier-Journifl were misleading
and starve. Whatever may have been
Mr. Goebel's feelings towards the
Cour:#r:Journal, its feelings to-
wards him, both o4derwent a radical
change. The files of the Courier-
Journal will bear evoitnce to the
truth of the above accusation, and if
its editor %et' fbrirotten these facts
his memory is ;omewhat defective.
We freely admit that Editor Wailer-
son is the biggest part of the Cour-
ier-Journal, but there are others
thereabouts who ivelte about pdlitical
events in Kentucky and Since the dis-
tingu shed gentleman is so well
adapted to meting out healthy advice
on the subject of Truth, he can doubt
less find a good field for his talents
among his immediate as.sOciates on
that paper.
•
But what is the meaning of these
brotherly "knocks" clipped from the
Memphis Commercial-Appeal, a dem-
ocratic newspaper. July 27, 18g9:. just
a f w weeks after Goebel's so-called
nomination. That paper said:
"The support which Uncle
Flank Watterson is ,giving the'
Hon. Bill Goebel reminds us very
Much- of the support which ilhe
man with Ale load' gives the fl-
low who is similarly handicap-
ped:,
"The Louisville Times which
did some squealing for the Pal-
mer and Buckner ticket in 1895,
is now liberally denouncing the
'squealers' who . repudiate Bid
Goebel's hand-painted nomina-
tion."
"Uncle Hank Watterson is now
strutting arotoxi in the demo-
cratic reservatii, as if he were
'the main prop.'
We will now turn over to another
date and find this from the Nashville
Amer can, another democratic news-
paper, which on December 30, 1899,
said:
"Mr. Watterson is kept busy
explaining.. ii ow it is a paper can
be against? the •Turney contest in
Tennessee '.id for the Goebel
contest in 'Kentucky. It still
makes considerable difference
whose cx i.; gored."
If The Register was guilty of stat-
ing Untruths about the attitude of
the Courier-joornal 'n 1899, is it not
rather remarkable that the two lead-
ing democratic papers of Tennessee
takeethe same view of the matter?
And from the paragraphs quoted
above that appeared in thoe papers
do they not establish the fact that
Editor Watterson was giving editor-
ial support to the outrages perpetrat-
ed on the democrats, and later on the
voters of Kentucky? Oh, no! . The
Register is a prevaricator, that's the
plain English of the Courier-Journal's
retort of 3resterday, but it seems to
be one thing to brand a thing false
and another to prove it. If it were
ntcessary we could fill a page with
quotations from the Courier-Journal
to prove the truth of what we have
alleged on the subject.
4, * *
But again: Is it it also a matter
of histdry that a letter was written by
Mr. Henry Watterson in 1899 to Mr.
Angust Belmont, of New York, the
financial head of the Louisville - 8/
Nashville Railroad company, in which
Mr. Watterson sought to patch up a
truce between that company and Can- '
dictate .Goebel? If Mr. Watterson
was sufficiently interested in Mr.
Goebel to write that letter, :t certain-
ly looks reasonable that he was for
Mr. Goebel's election, and if that be
tine, he would evidently give Goebel's
candidacy assistance through the
newspaper.
When the editor of the Gcurier-
Journal says, "We repudiated the
platform adopted by it'',(Tbe Music
Hal/ convention) we accipted its tick-
et with explicit reservation." Such
expressions are mere clap-trap. The
national platform of lege was repudi-
ated by the celebrated editor, from,
the hill, of Switzerland, and Candi-
date Bryan was chucked overboard
too, with the obnoxious platform.
The idea of a man condemning a
crime and then aiding and abetting
the culprit in getting away with the
swag. That. may be the way honor-
able and self-respecting editors con-
duct their papers, but for our
we beg to be excused.
• 
• • ii
The ,Courier-Journal and Times
were ,tlie only papers in Louisville to
support the frauds and infamies of
the Music Hall convention—no hair-
spliting niceties, please—and on No-
vember 13, tape, after the defeat of
the Goebel ticket, the Courier-Jour-
nal of that day emitted a plaintive
wail about the loss of business to
Louisville which was but the logical
result of the Goebel-Redwine converts--
tion run with hundreds of Louisville
police standing guard over democrat-
ic delegates to club them into sub-
mission if they openly resented the
indignities heaped upon them at that
gathering. Here is a confession on
the part of the Courier-Journal as to
the sentiment) ofKcntat-lty gt that
time, and while it does not bear di-
rectly on the matter under distuas. ion,
had the 'Courier-Journal .rePudiated
and not sanctioned the outrages and
de‘anded the defeat of the ticket as
the most effective means of prevent-
ing a repetition ot such affairs, the
city of Louisville would have enjoyed
Metre respect in the eye.. of Kentucky
at large, and the merchants received
more trade from abroad. The people
. .
ouniale of large cities are not fools
by any .means.
By reason of the success of the
frauds of the Music Hall convention,
the state of Kentucky is today cursed
with a most objectionable species of
machine p fitive which will endure so
long Is ,papers like the Courier-Jour-
nal rip hot drotAt openly against
etuth illekhods. ,
1 Tett* 7 " lane little paragraph which
part
indicates that the "Old Lady" lost her
temper and was blurted out in an ir-
responsible may and showing a lack
Tell the Truth.
(Louisville Courier:Journal.)
" We do not know whether the Pa-
ducah REgister is conducted by hon-
of information, to put it politely,' orable, self-respecting persons, who,
and it is this: pursuing a much-mistaken and a very
"The Register, which has never bad line of newspaper usage, fa 4 into
appeared to have been very much an unconscious habit of misrepresent-
'shocked by the Goebel assassin.- ation, or whether it is merely •a slang-
ation, rarely loses an opportu- *hanging partisan of the regulation
nity to harp upon the !electon' Stripe, which does not "care a cent"
''of Taylor and the ̀ dePeat' of Goe- for Truth, or__"give e_damn" to be
bel." Right; but, whichever it be, it stands
The dear "Old Lady" should read in need of instructio
n, if not of re-
The Register with nacre care. If so 
buke, and, in the way of a good
mother, the Old Lad., at the Corner
in the issue of January 31, Iwo, the proposes to take it across her lap and
morning after Mr. Goebel was shot, apply the slipper to it
From a recent editorial of The
Register, blindly one-sided, we quote
the following:
"It is quite amusing to see the Ow-
ensboro Messenger and the Courier-
urnal engaged in a spat about ma-
chine politics,. Both of these papers
in tfloa were thf most ardent sup-
porters of the infamous proceedings
of the Music Hall convention, and did
much to mislead the people of this
state and to deceive them about the
real facts of the notorious affair. But
in spite of all of their malicious and
false report: the Goebel ticket was
honestly and fairly defeated; and as
the years go by the people will look
back to the early days of igoo as the
blackest in Kentucky's political his-
tory when two damnable crimes were
perpetrated—one was the assassina-
ton of William Goebel and the other
was the overthrow of the will of the
peopk as expressed at the ballot box
sixty days before—one man was rob-
bed of his life and the people robbed
of their votes."
The lbegister knows, or it ought to
know, that, as far as the above re-
lates to tile Courier-Journal„...it is es-
sentially a false statement..
No newspaper could have fought
more earnestly against the extremism
that brought forth the ill-starred
Music Hall convention than the
Courier-journal. No newspaper could
have related more truthfully the facts
about that convention, or drawn
more definite moral conclusions frtam
those facts, than the Courier-Journal.
Brought to a choice of evils, it
chose what it regarded as the least
among three tickets which presented
themselves; the regular republican,
the regular democratic, and the irreg-
ular John Young Brown. In this it
exercised an undoubted right, pre-
cisely as The Register itself did,
at we presume—for see do not
clearly remember—a followed the
John Young Brown ticket.
The Music Hall convention was no
more to our liking than it was to The
Register's liking. We repudiated the
latfonn adopted by it. We acepted
itt ,tieltkit' with texplicit reservation. In
the fine speech of his campaign Mr.
Goebel repudiated our support. A.
fair, just, manly newspaper, reclining
to those times and events, would tell
the truth.
The Register, which has never ap-
peared to have beers very much
shocked by the Goebel assassination,
rarefy loses an opportunity to harp
upon the 'election" of Taylor, and
the "defeat" of Goebel. For darn-
ple:
"The people of Kentucky elected
the republican state ticket in taw
but the offices were stolen from them
under forms of law, and the gang that
had been repudiated by the voters of
Kentucky took the offices." -
There was never a fouler election
than tJtat of Iftepo. Both parties to it
were up to s their eyes in fraud.
Neither Taylor nor croebel could
make any showing of votes which
was not tainted through and through.
It equal and exact juectice had been
attainable, the whole vote would have
been thrown out and another election
ordered. The democrats had the
alast call." They used it for all that
#it was worth. The republicans had
the "last shot?! and they used that
for all they thought it was worth.
The Register will neves be a great
or an influential neenspaper until it
learns to put the Tut'—as far as it
is able to ascertain it—above every
other consideration.
The Courier-Journal has had
part, or lot, in any deureratic organ-
tieation since 1805. The refusal of
the voters in 1897 to support it in an
independent line ef policy, which
would have averted all of the evils
that came upon us, compelTed it to
cheese between the republicans and
the democrats. It accepted that horn
of the dilemma least offensive to its
judgment and convictions, and, from
-.that day to this. has preached the
•ame old gospel of enlightened moder
ation and ',clean aryd upright political
methods. vthich it had been preadhing
through thirty preceding yvart of
dd-mocracy. Unterrified and Undefiled.
Now, trot along, Sonny, and tryi in
ftitute to be a real n're %Ole George
Washington of a boy,
in discussing the affair will be found
this editorial expression:
"The Register was opposed to the
election of Mr. Goebel, and has free-
ly given its reasons, basing iei ob-
jections principally upon the methods
employed by him in pursuing his po-
litical ambitions, hut in the matter
of falling a victim to an assassin's
bulkt, our sympathies go out to h'm,
and no one of his friends feels a deep
er contempt than we do for the cow-
ard who fired the murderous bullet
through his body. The Register is a
lover of.,fair play and manly conduct,
and abhors the idea of one man, en-
trenched in safety, firing upotr anoth-
er man without a moment's warning.
It was but the act of a scoundrel' and
a coward."
That was printed in plain English
and speaks for itself. Will our worthy
preceptor indicate what should he
added to make it more forceful or
more sincere?
As to "harping" upon the election
of Taylor and defeat of Goebel, The
Register has perhaps mentioned it a
half dozen times in that many years.
And whether we did so often or sel-
dom does not change the fact that
two members of the state election'
board, composed of three democrats
acting under oath, after canvassing
the returns, awarded the certificate of
election to Taylor and he was induct-
ed into office. Nearly every Precinct
in the state was in charge of demo-
ants who counted the rotes. The
two state commiss'orters were houhd-
ed so by the gang that controlled the
adtoie Hall coneention that thelo:re-
eigned. "Their successors then Wigs*
out enough precincts, only so far as
state officers were concerned, to at
the men who had been defeated, ..ad
the legisleture turned the trick .ftse
governor anci"..lieutenat-717Wro ntriP,
All of this the honorable and se:114e-
specting Courser-Journal aided, abet-
ted and applauded.
It is encouraging to note that Mr.
Watterson says "There was never a
fouler election them 'Wee,. of 3899."
Pray tell us who held the election.
Was it not under the Goebel law,
that "left nothing to chance?" Surely
the demoeratic election officers gave
the Goebel ticket every vote to which
it was entitled. Who has ewer been
arrested and indicted for holding the
foulest election ever held?
• * •
The Register may never become
great or influential, but we are satis-
fied to take chances in that direction,
among those who read it, and are
therefore in a better position to judge
of its reputation for veracity than.
seems to be the case with , the re-
nowned editor of the Louisville Cour-
ier-Journal. And if he can reconcile
the condemnation of the Turney con-
test against Evans and the approval
of the Goebel contest against Taylor
—the repudiation of a platform and
the acceptance of the candidate stand-
ing thereon—the theft by republicans
of an election in charge of democrats
—the elimination of corrupt ifift in pol-
itics and approval of corrupt methods,
he may skirt along the path of Truth,
but Virtue will get a sheol of ak jolt.
THE RIVER NEWS
, •
Tonight late there comes otebof the
Tennessee river the steam* Ken.-
tucky, which will fly here during Attie
balance of the week and get one on





Yesterday afternoon at 5 o'clock
there gbt out for the Tennessee river
the steamer Clyde. She remains up
that stream &nod next Monday night.
The Joe tpwler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back here .again
tomorrow,
Today's boat ' ite the Eransei1l!
trade is the Henry Harley. She will
leave on her return to thatic.ity im-
mediately after coming in.
This morning at 8 o'cilOele there
will leave for Cairo the steamer War-
ren that continues 'n the Dick Fc0r,
ler's place. She comes back again








12 MONTHS, 52 WEEKS IN WHICH TO
 PAY FOR A-BUCK'S
STEEL RANGE, COOK STOVE OR HEATER. 
JUST THINK
OF SUCH TERMS!
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WHY EMPIRE DRIL LS...ARE THE BEST.
HAS DOUBLE DRAW BAR.
HAS DOUBLE FEED RUNS
HAS TAPERED AXLE POINTS.
HAS METAL CONDUCTORS.
fE ONLY STOCK DRILL THAT WILL SOW STOCK PEAS
ULLY
Powell-Rogers Co.
129 North Third Street : : : : Paducah, Ky.
he Kentucky
TELEPHONE S.





The Wills Comedy Company__.
IN THE METROPOLITAN 
MUSICAL SUCCESS • -
`ATLANfic curno ,
"FUNNY MR. HOOLIGAN," a'TVVO OLt! 
"
'DETAILS OF AGREEMENT
Paris, Sept. 27.—M. Revoil, repre-
senting the French government. and
Dr. Rosen. the representative of Get-
many, conferred at the foreign office 
if
today, arranging the final details of
the Motoccan agreements. It it co
of the accord will be given out today. 
DESCRIPTIONpected that an official announcement
"Miss Raffles" will be on the Pike
The City of Satillo left St. Louis 
you see her walk right up and gay: "Are you not the mysterious Miss
yesterday afternoon and gets 
here Raffles" of the P. T. M. C. Pike, and have her 'sign the
 coupon below.
lati• ton4trilt on her way to the Ten- The




RE#LETE WITH NEW SONGS, CATCHY 
DANCES, SPLENDID
MUSIC AN:z NEW AND NOVEL I
PECIALTY PEA
AN ACTING COMPANY OF SURPA
SSING
ED BY A PRIZE BEAUTY C
HORUS OF TWE ICES.
H MOROXIS. DIALOGUE, 
LAUOHABLE INCIDENTS, SCREAM
MEDY SITUATIONS.
DISH COSTUME'A WEALTH OF M
ARVELOUS SCENIC,'
ME ANICAL AND ELECTRICAir 
EFFgCTS
PRICES-25, 35, 5o AND 75 CENTS. S
PECIAL MATINEE SAT-
URDAY. CHILDREN toe, ADULTS aoc. 





Will be Paid for the Capture of
The Mysterious "'Miss Raffles
Age ax; Height 5 ft Ws in.; Weight,
163; BS:4r Eyes.
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The *John li. Wills ‘Musical com-
pany which play a two nights engage
anent here, for Friday and SaturtlaY•
with a bargain matinee Sattsgsialo re
said to be one of the biggaie inn-
making fatiories now on the road.
Mr. Wills say& that it is the sole 'in-
tention of his organization to-sCr tip
• a good hearty laugh on the part 
of
he audience, and judging from the
* reports where Mr. Wills is now play-
ing it (seems that his intentions bave
4 made good.
The opening bill, "A Trip to Atlan-
tic City," is a jolly musical comedy
n three acts, and. . always pleases
wherearer presented. "Two Old Cron
iev" for Saturday night, and "Funny
Mr. Hooligan" for the matinee Satur-
day. This piece is especially for wo-
men ald school.children, and a spec-
ial pnce of so cents floe children and
ao cents for adults has been arranged
so that every child may see one of
the best musical comedies of the sea-
son.
The Cincinoati Enquire says:
"There was another good crowd
e 4 out lagt night to enjoy the Wills Mu-
sical Comedy company in their clever
musical absurdity, Atlantic City.
The p pany seems to be growing
in 
ula4r
rity and are greeted most
enthusiastically at 'every perform-
ance. 'The•crowds that have attend-
ed, dgspite the weather, have been
the best evidence that could be of-
fered of theisleasure their perform-
ance is giving. The bill tell be
charigid for tonight and they will pre
seht for the balance of the week and
Saturday matinee the comedy made
famous by -the:Wills brothers, "Two
Old cronies.". This is constructed
for laughing Purpoees only, as they
advertise 'If you can't laugh don't
.7
/come.' It is a roar from starvo. foo
lib and will doubtless draw 'is -t-hig
• j crowd." '
Lovers of high-class extravaganza
will be made mxise, The Ken
Mo 
-
tuck' nday, onext week,
what is clamed as most novel
attraction of its kind is presented
there undeaellikpopular title of "The
Dainty Dichess.w" The show is one
of decided merit, is. in two acts and
largely composed of . she feminism
gender assisted, of cosine, by several
awes ahem ordisary ogneadians right
up to the times with otirgisafity stamp
ed ow every move. rlialoebicle gives
• A both the boys and the, issla plenty•
ot Opportuniik for their*"Junketings"
and timing the progress of the piece
the specialties are introduced which
iodise)* a number of meeitoriotts acts
of a high order, sensational, operatic
comic. kiylph-hke maidens are in
The forward ranks with songs, dances,
groupings arid poses. All the cos-
tume, are works of art and are de-
‘igned and display the many and var-
ied charms of the wearer. The
Dainty Duchess will capture the town
and the pretty faces, elegant forms
and stylish gowns are things that
will always attract good houses, es-




Against Simons and McMahon Con-
tinued 'Yesterday in the City
Court.
The case against Sam Simon and
Ira MeMahoniwas continued until to-
day by Judge 'Sanders yr-he/it* lat-
ter called same yesterday mitolespein
the police court. The two had a
fight down about Simon's grogshop
at Seveath and Trimble streets.
There was dremissed the case cherg
itsg Horace English with a breach
or the peace.
W. H. Futtrell and Mattie Sloan-
man were airkigned on the Charge
of immorality; and' after part of the
evidence was heard the proceeding
was continued until netta Saturday
4
, Subscribe for The Register.
THE CARNWAL CONTINUES
A PLEASING ATTRACTION
, s • -
Tbe Traveling nival
ti9ues to be the only -th
List night was a record br
attendance, °vs; 4,ogo entering ilissot
1closure: Up to midnight it was one
rowel of hilarOy, a good natured,
plOsure-teeking bunch. Society was
out in it; glad rags and there was
nothing but boosting heard !collo-the
cleanest catnival Paducah has ever
enjoyed. Secretary Hoover was be-
side himself as the crowds swarmed
into the gates, jumping up and down
yelling, "Look at 'em come. I told
you so."
Tomorrow will be children's day
at the carnival and the little ones ?f
the city will be welcomed at the fes-
tival. The inmates of the Home of
the Friendless will be the guests of
Col. T. Kennedy. manager and own-
er of the great Parker Amusement
company, and the Paducah Traveling
Men's Association.
The baby show is set for 5 o'clock
Friday at the carnival gropnds. Al-
ready over too have been catered.
The late hour is chosen so that the
infants will not be melted by the
heat before the judges get a look at
them. The judges will be selected
Friday afternoon--that is ii any man
in the city has the nerve to pass mus-
ter. Of ehurse there never was a
mother who couldn't see beauty in
her own offspring. Judges are not
often gifted with this second sight,
so after the results are amounted
there will probably be a sudden ex-
odus of those who seleet the win-
ners.
'Fla country show continues to do
,a Sourihing business and is being
wpgatedly stocbed up.
Al) the shows along the Parker
Pike confnere to draw like magnets
and the voice of the booster is abroad
in the lands
•
tt • a , ,,The recollection of fbe
.13T prescriptions reenatts





7th and Broadway. Tel. ysti.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
town.
Society at the Carnival,
The American Inn under the auspi-
ces y club is proving one
of t ular resorts on the
Pike:4 caravel. The presenee
of the elite of tise city gives a cer-
tain foostlge which could not other-
w-se be attained, and as a result so-
ciety weirontde force last gjght.
EsesPilapi Preen a toothpick to a
"table cr *tote' s served by the Pa-
ducah belles. The quality and unlim-
ited variety of the bill of fare makes
ahd.tb carnival vieitors and as a
result the Inn iJ packed. Fist a good
time it ill one of the best attractioa•
on the Pike, and the cordial treat-
ment given patrons make* them come
again. Last evening the Tyrolean
quartette from the Alps show render-
ed many selections, making a ten-
strike, entertaining the patrons and
doing a turn for charity at the same
time,
The ladies in charge of the Inn last
evening were Mesdames Jacob Waller
stein, Jacob Benet/et, James Weille,
Louis Levy and David Levy. They
were ably assisted by the Misses Ella
Sanders, Fannie Neihaus, Irma Hecht,
Mcnima Hopkins, Ethel Brooks, Ret-
ta Hatfield, May Owen, Nell Holland,
Comic Grundy. Frances Terrell, Hel-
en Decker, alizabeth Sinnott, Helen
KINDNESS OF AMERICANS
FATAL TO PORTO RICO.
-e There was no keener student of
con- Allege; Garnet Buckner and Nelia Porto Rican affairs than the late Brig-
adier .General Roy Stone, United
rti Yesterday being Paducah Day the e States volunteers. General Stone
Inside Inn contingency did the Pike prepared an article just befo
re his
collnctively and indiv.dually. Per- death on the subject of 
American
lope the most spectacular feature of I rule in the West India Isltan
d, and
the4our of the Midway was Miss Ella in it he declared with 
soklierlike
Sanders' cannon ball flight down the bluntness that the Amer
icans were
helter skelter. The descent was made killing the Porto R
icans With kind-
without brakes and the finish was a ness. -
strong one. Miss Emma Niehaus, The author died before his article
who was to have follow- ed Miss San-  appeared and he had no opportunity
eters down the chute, lost her nerve to know its effect. Its publication i
n It is strange then that the rich soil
and descended by the stairway. Miss the North American Review attracted of the island is growing jungle and
Sanders said, "Oh come down the the attention of politicians, who find the hearts of the people filled with
right way, It won't hurt you." Miss themselves charged with foll
y, and discontent? It would have been so
Niehaus' reply was, "No, it won't hurt of aati-expansionists, who find in 
it easy to remedy all this by a simple
me maybe, but I saw you." ammunition for their argument
 guns. repeal of the resolution, after its as
Miss Hatfield, M•!Sit Brook., Miss News does not come •fr
om Porto
Owen and Miss Frances Terrell, Rico in daily colum
ns, and the situ-
chaperoned by Mrs. Benedict, Slade ation -in the island has
 been little
the flying horses on the carry-us-all more than hinted at. I
t is strange
last evening. The rumor is that the that the men who 
believe in the ef-
yeung ladies are in training for the ficiency if not in the 
righteousness of
coming horse show. big corpo
rations, have not taken some
of the statements made about the is-When anyone gets ahead of a show
man that's going some. But a bunch
of pretty Kentucky girls is a differ-
ent proposition, and the ticket-taker
oi the carry-us-all was finally cons
vhced that the above named ladles 
set teat the value of merchandise ex-
ported from Porto Rico during the
wens good foras many rides as they
wanted. He commenced with a gruff, 
two years immediately prior to the
"Naw you can't ride fer nothing e 
American occupation was $36,000,000ven
The value sunk diling the next two
if you do come from the Inside Inn.
"Oh, you're mistaken," replied Miss •Years 
to $17,000,000.
Americans will fincf it hard, the
Owen, as she seated herself on a General writes, "to realize that all
black steed. "Besides we haven't any their good intentions toward the peo-
cents." "Well, we have to count ev- pie of Porto Rico have so utterly
eryone who rides," said the man failed of accomplishment."
"Well we don't count," replied Mies General Stone says it is true that
Brooks, and the keeper of the horses we have given the island good gov-
wilted and handed out a season ticket. erntnent, but the Porto Ricans are
The Misses Elsa Hess, of New Or- asking why, as a part, or es-en as an
leans, Frances, Terrell and Monisma appendage, of a great, rich, enterpris-
Hopk'ns were guests of Maw Katzen- •mg nation, they should be poorer
jammer, Uncle Meanie, Hans Ohl asap ever, and why they were obliged
Fritz in the Katzenjarnmer Kattle to choose between starvation and the
during the evening. "Never Again" distant exile into which many thous-
was the verdict of the trio as they ands actually have been driven to
emerged from the mysterious old make a Living.
Kastle. I"Killed with kindness' is used in
One of the most charming of the I no figurative sense by General Stone.
dispensers of Squid refreshments in He says death has come as a result
the Intv is slithoritte for the state-Mut 1of a mistaken exercise of the virtue.
that Ned Stoughton. assistant man- The only railroad of Porto Rico is at
ager of the great Pusher Aarinemeet progit belt tine that does not serve




A prescription may be com-
pounded so accurately, by ex-
Periisebeed prescriptioniets, with
ihe highest degree of careful-
nem, yet if the drugs are not
• pare it is worthless—dangerous.
No matter where you go you
cannot findlaurer drugs, prompt
A
er service or more skill than
we use in filling your prescrip-







drinker since she ooenoor of the Inn.
They greet him with a "Good even-
ing. Mr. Coffee," as he titters. Mr.
Stoughton is also authority for the
statement that Paducah is the garden
spot of American beauties.
A pleasing feature of last night's
entertainment in the Inn was the
performance of Mrs. Charles Jams.;
wife of the popular traveling man of
Evansville. Ind. The Inn corresoonsf-
ent of The Register stated that the
rendition of "Every Tittle Bit Helps"
was faultless. but the operator fell
down. fitruraeively apeakitorsoielpto it
came to winding tin the roll ,
Anyone wishing to see the star
better skelter rider should buy a
cigar 'at the inn stand. Miss San-
(lees wears a Carnegie Aern medal
done in burnt leather.
The ladies of the Charity club state
that Miss Irma Hecht, who dispenses
soft drinks at the Inn, never fails to
take a drink of coca cola with every
customer. Mr. Ernest Lackey has
been awarded a leather medal as star
coca cola consumer. -
Mr. Green created some excitement
in the Inn during the afternoon, ,hut
to the charge -of short changing the
rash register he answered not guilt/
H. C. Hoover, the popular secre-
tary of the carnival, who in his norm-
al state, thinks there's no machine
but the Remington, has decided that
there are others. The Ferrir wheel,
the Parker Cupid's garden, is now
the only maOhine whose merits he is.
boosting. We wonder why? They
do say it isn't safe for. a lady in the
wheel units, she is securely held in
the car. Hoover has a powerful e.ght
arm. •
land for use in showing that corpor-
ate capital is not always as black
as it is painted.
Genecal Stone declares at the out-
iginal purpose had been served, that
one wonders why it has not been
done long since. The people and
friends of Porto Rico have beset the
committee for years, asking its repeal,
but the laws of the Medes and Per-
sians were not as immutable as this
hasty and unconsidered enactment.
But the mischief it has unwittingly
done can still be repaired, though it
may take Many, years to restore the
hapy prospect of four years ago. The
Porto Ricans 'nave lost faith and the
Americans have lost interest; the
substantial conditions, however, re-
main as favorable as ever, and time
and opportunity may sevive the
brightest hopes ,ever entertained for
Porto Rico, the "Rich Gate" of the
West Indies and the Spanish Main.
Some of these conditions and some
of the dreams of the island's future
once cherished by the writer may
serve to lighten this gloomy picture
of Porto Rico as it is."
The Porto Ricans may be willing
to credit the American congress with
the virtues of good intentions, but
doubtless they wish they could secure
sonic of the fruits of good work:
Ha e Been Running Almost Over De-
tective Baker and Some Other
People, It Seems.
I went to the Coliseum after I left
my press manager Tuesday evening
and enjoyed the show as well as I
had the day before.
I saw two policemen who could
have had the Slop if they had had
their eyes open. Their numbers are,
I believe, 17 and 27. I am not sure
of this, but they will recognize theT-
selves when I say I saw them sit-
ting on one of the .rst seats in front
of the stage.
The "would-be" detectives were all
cut and I seat; surprised that I wao
not captured by one of them.
I wit tell you of one narrow es-
cape I had just tsaf entfinsisle
the Coliseum. A girl' The spatted
and followed me foi' a ut half an
hour trying to make up her mind
that I was Miss Raffles and work up
nerve enough to come •up and say'
the words. She suddenly started to-
wards me, but I saw her first, and
turning quickly I said, "Are you not
'Miss Raffles?'" "I—I--I was just go
ing to ask you that same question,"'
she replied, and then walked away.
I don't know how much truth there.
is in it, but I was told yesterday that
the detective department of the city
are on my trait, and under the leader-
shp of the cute Mtr. Baker were go-
ing to try their best to get me.
Get busy boys, as I would just as
soon get caught now as any time.
I saw a mare I was told is the city
jailerton the grounds in the afternoon
and expect maybe he is on the look-
out for that $oto. He vras eating an
ice cream cone neat the entrancecHuRcH DINNER , when I saw him, and two children
i wetie standing near him.
detective Baker was very busy, yees
allay afternoon and looked quite
in his blue tie and little cane.BE SERVED TODAY BY LADINS- EtrnbY
OF FIRST BAPTIST • -II almost forgot to say that I saw• 
CHURCH. that popular Mr. Lon's Rieke on the
' grounds Tuesday evening throwing
confetti and otherwise spending his
loads are not of the best. Fruits W. C. T. U. Will Not Hold Its Meet- " •
wilder the trees which bear it. lug Until Tomorrow Afternoon
—Other Church News
it was "anxious
to i avoid scandal/ regarding fran-
chises." But this opposition. he de-
clares, was "as nothing to the para-
lyzing obstructions later interposed
by the congress of the United States."
In kbril,otooeoinhen Americans by
thousands were going to Porto Rico,
there was • fear that the islanders
would be lost in the rush of the in-
coming foreigners and that the land
would be taken up by corporations
and all the people he irnproverished.
What happened in congress is told in
effect as follows:
Senator Foraker had introduced
and passed through the senate a joint
resolution saving the many commis-
sions of certain officers of the military
government whose Rppointments had
been held over, The resolution went
to the House and to the committee on
insular affair% which proceeded to
tack on to this harmless, simple meas-
ure a complete code of regulations
for franchises, and of restriction upon
corporate investment in the inland—
"such a code as never could have been
imposed on any state or territory in
the Union." Senator Foraker, chair-
fl of the committee on Porto Rico,
others protested anxiously that meet with Mrs. William Bouretnin 
at
the house amendment endangered all her ?tome in vs Sou
th Fifth street
tbstr had _peen so generously done for
Ire island illut President McKinley COMPLETE SATISFACTIO
N
timed the instant passage of the res- DEMANDED OF MOORS.
--s—.... cOvition, saying it could be corrected,
Watch Contest. ii deceesary, later on. The resolutio
n
.Misa Pearl G-iffn last evening won passed the senate as amended; and a
the handsome watch given away by deli/lion helpless people were doomed
the members of th; traveling mess's 4) ,*Atter disappointment, a larg
e
doh. during the contest which was Attire of them to dire distress
, many
spirited and exciting to the extreme. to banishment from their homes 
and
voting ass ve.o heavy toot rn others to a lingering death."
tbe grounds jolt rolo:e the windtep f A
ti
a result of this amendment ,noiisitti
and when the final vote was anounc- ico ration can buy and 
sell 'teal es-
ed it was seen that Miss Grirn had # n port° Rim, and no corpora-
5.ga8, while Miss May V. ,Pattetson ititta can own or controls over soo 
acres
chise it grants a provision tl the - miss RAFFLEs
same shah be subject to "amendment,
alteration or repeal," that it shall en-
able "the authorities," and "the ef-
fective regulation of charges". With
these powers in the hands of a loial, WANTS THE "SLEUTHS" TO
foreign and possibly hostile Jegisla- GET BUSY AND FIND
tive body, the capitalist naturalles hesi- HER.
tates to invest *
The island should ,produce a half
million tons of sugar annually, but
only reaches about loo,000, or much
less than in its palmier Spanish days.
The same conditions obtain in all
other lines of business, and the com-
merce of the island is actuall much
less under American than under
Spanish rule, though, of course, that
with America has increased with iree
trade there. *. *
Today front :30 a. m, until 2
o'clock this afternoon the ladies of
the First Baptist ehurch will serve
lunch at the church building on Fifth
and Jefferson streets, and invite
everybody to come.
Luther League.
The Luther league will meet this
afternoon with Mrs. John Olschlaeger
at the home of her mother, Mrs.
Frank Kirchhoff beyond Rowland
town.
W. C. T. U. Meets Tomorrow
The W. C T. U. meets tomorrow
afternoon at the First Baptist church
lecture room, instead of this after-
noon. Today is the usual gathering
time, but account another church so-
ciety having arranged to meet tolay,
the temperance ladies put their seo
lion off until tomorrow.
Pulpit Supplied.
Because 1,4 the absence from the
city of Rev. T. J. Newell of the
Broadway Methodist church, that pul-
pit will be filled next Sunday by Rev.
C. A. Waterfield.
had the next highest number, 3,616..
Capt. Martin L. Haines, the "Cren-;
berry Kng" of New Jersey, is dead.
Bomb throwers are getting busy
again in Russia.
Crops of all kinds are neglected be-
cause they cannot be transported.
The need of transportation facili-
ties, we are told, was sharply appar-
p the Americans who went to the
717rtheomilitary government
raged allorellroall building, Gen.
el ' 1*-clrise
(of land for any aottuttural purpose
porations have kept out of Porto
too and not a mile of new railroad
his been built there
'irseneral Stone says Jurther •
The council is obliged by the NEV
ER GRIPES NOR SALT-
amendment to put into every fran- VATES. ALL 
DRUGGIST roc.
Mite Society Today.
This afternoon the Mite society of
the German Evangelical chinch will
Madrid, Sept 27 —The Epoca says
that the government has ordered the
Spanish minister at Fez to demand, in
the moat energetic maimer. complete
satisfaction for the recent Moorish at-
tacks on Spanish vessels.
Subscribe fot The Register.
Vegetated
Calomel
',it the man dressed in a blue serge
Hes st6od so long in front of
i the Alps show last evening had look
edi around he would have seen the
elm getting away, after I had placed
a note in his pocket.
As I came in the carnival Rounds
last evening Detective Baker and his
cane were standing just outsde the
entrance, but it did him no good.
Mr Baker, the lady who had a baby
in her arms and who was leading a lit
tie girl by the hand was me. I
weuld have stepped on your toe if
if (had not been moved just when it
was. The children were borrowed
for the occasion. Get busy.
I followed a crowd of people across
the ground who were in turn follow-
ing Mrs. Russell and believed she was
me.
will be at Smith & Nage/'s drug
store this morning between 9:30 and
10:30. At the grounds betweejs 2:3e
and 4:30 th:s afternoon and will en-
ter the carnival grounds between 7:30
and 8:30 this evening. I will be at
every performance given in the Co-
liseum during the week. Tonight I
will visit Peggy from Paris and the
Animal show. Don't forget to say,
"Are you not the mysterious Miss
Raffles of the P. T. M. C. carnival"
It might help you if when yosi
thnk you have the right one and
say the wrcng words to mike that
one go, ter the office with you and
then you wetild know it was me .the
next time you see me.
I will answer any proper letter ad-
dressed to me in care of' the Great
Parker Amusement Co.
MISS RAFFLES
THERE ARE SOME HEADS
THAT NEVER ACHE, AND
THERE ARE A GREAT MANY
THAT DO. THOSE THAT DO
NEED
REVALL HEADACHE WAFERS





Best Kentucky Lump 1 3 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 2 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than th
e Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)









PARTIES ISCIMING TO PADUCAH
STATE CONDITIONS WHICH
PREVAIL THERE.
Cairoites Says That Palmer and
Egan Are cf the Kind Who Like
to Get Name in Paper.
Parties coming in from Cairo re-
port that it seems the quarantine au-
thorities' are becoming more rigid
than ever at that point, and their
foolishness continues growing with
their vardancy. One business man
stated yesterday that if there etie,r was
the limit it is Palmer and Egan, the
two men holding cortificates as doc-
•tors. who have charge of the quar-
antine at that place. Tonrisfs corn-
ing there are treated like cattle and
convicts, as when they are changing
from one train to another, they are
lined up just like penitentiary birds
doing the "Lock-step," and marched
single file from one cdach to another,
with there coming,..along side some
-guards, whose presence adds to the
scene a suspicion that wild animals
are being handled.
It is reported that a number of
places over the Aunty have raised
their quarantine, but none of the lar-
ger places have done this. Those
big cities closed to the infected dis-
trict have not one half the rigidity
about their quarantine as the foolish
measures adopted by the Cairo peo-
ple, and The Egyptian city inhabi-
tants, together with Palmer and Eg-
an, are becoming the laughing stock
of the country according to people
coming in from long travels.
A well known and prom:nent citi-
zen of Cairo remarked a few days
ago that Palmer and Egan were of
the class that desired to get their
names into print so some one would
know there is a doctor by those
names. Before the quarantine they
were never heard of, and this leading
Cairoite continued that aid looked up-
on them as 'being of the kind tickled
with cheap notoriety, and also that
one week after the quarantine their is
raised and Palmer and Egan return
to their usual obscure position in life,
no one in Cairo will ever have re-
membered they were there.
IS DISSATISFIED
° STRONG SUPPORTER OF BITU-
.LITHIC REALIZES MISTAKE
IN MATERIAL
Councilman McBroom States That
Quality of Street Here Is Very
Poor and Unsatisfactory.
In commenting upon the bitulithic
tontracts for reconstruction of dif-
ferent thoroughfares of this city
Councilman George McBroom states
tbat he was strongly in favor of this
material being u-ed when the con-
tracts were awarded th s syring, but
that het is greatly dissatisfied, like
many other former supporters of bit-
ulithic, and that he did not believe
they had done the proper thing, judg-
ing from the present sample of the
work done on Broadway between
Fifth and Ninth streets.
Councilman -McBroom continued
that the bitulithic people claim tbey




THERE ARE FOUR NOW IN THE
RIVERSIDE TRAINING
SCHOOL.
Mrs. Simmons, of Woiodville, and
Miss Foss, of Round Knob,
Here for Treatment.
There are at present four pupil
nurses attending the training school
at Riverside hospital, learning the
profession. All are admitted to the
school: where they have to remain
several years before they are issued
certificates attesting the fact of their
competency to handle cases.
The board of directors will doubt-
less limit the number of pupils to be
admitted to the school, as they do not
care toptarden the institution with too
many, as each young lady is given
her bed and board and $2.50 per
week, for helping atound the hospital
while receiving her instructions. If
too many were gotten on hand it
would mean a useless expense and
tax.
Patients Received.
Miss Sophia Fos, of Round Knob.
Ti!., and Mrs. Cynthia Simmons, of
Woodville, have been brought he
and placed in private, wards at the
Riverside hospital for treatment. Both




The picture postal 'craze" has hit
us Americans at last, and. forcibly.
Ten years or more ago the picture
postals had already a wide circulation
in Europe. They were pretty, gener-
ally clever, often worth something as
souvenirs, and formed an agreeable
snehtoct of remembering the folks at
home. Now the picture postals are
bringing in their American wake the
postal albums, a sure sign of the pop-
ularity of - this pictured private mail-
ing card. At the N. E. A., to cite
one example, the maik was consider-
ably increased by the sending of As-
bury park postal souvenirs.
But there is one development of the
postal picture "craze" that we not
only deplore but protest against,
namely, the obscene card. While
passing recently through several cit-
ies we noted their frequency on the
news stand. Many have a certain
cleverness, but it is the cleverness of
the risque and unrefined that can well
be dispensed with. Europe was
flooded with questionable cards of
th:s sort; the United States should be
no further culture ground for them.
Our laws forbid the transmission of
obscene matter through the mails; it
is obvi,ius, however, that where there
is much selling there must be some
sending. We protest. however, par-
ticular'y against the display of these'
cards, be it in Boston or elsewhere.
It is a kind of publicity that we be-
lieve can be checked and soon
stamped out by a counter publicity of
the facts by the press.
SHOCK OF EARTHQUAKE.
Ruins Walls of Houses—Fissures
Open in the Ground.
Gzalienberg. Sweden, Sept. 27.—A
severe earthquake was felt at 1:30 p.
m. yesterday ta Lundhy, Hisingen
land. It cracked the wall- of houses
and fissured the surfAce of the
ground.
hut that this is not doing Padu- I Subterranen rumblings were quick-
any good, a fine thoroughfare at ty followed by the violent rocking of
some distant city. What he wants is hr uses, the splitting of inner and out-
a good street here and the council- er walls, drivng the inmates to seek
man says that. Broadway is a very safety in open air.
poor and unsatisfactory sample of in many places fissures a foot wide
the work alid looks too him like it we're opened up, while the level of
will have to be torn up and rebuilt
before many months.
Mr. McBroom does not believe in
letting the contractors dilly-dally all
this summer during good working
months, and then now come in and
want, through the hoard of works, an
extension of time so they can let
things docv until next spring.
Drinks For Invalids.
A delightful drink is made by
pouring grapefruit juice and a little
of the pulp over pounded ice, and
serving it in a glass cup. It takes
the place of a frozen ice and is more
quickly prepared. The beaten white
of an egg may be added, and orange
flavoring instead of the grapefruit.
Grape juice, if home-made or of an
assured purity, may be used in the
same way, and is particularly pretty
and attractive, as well as appetizing,
because of the color as it blends with
the crushed ice. The clear or some-
what diluted grape juice may he serv-
ed as a beverage, and clear !brained
juice of grapefruit it always.extreme-
ly refreshing and quite safe to give
in cases of ferer, when the mouth
and throat are parched at the moment
when they are to be used, as the nec-
essity for having them cold and the




Msiss Kairless--You've seen that Capt \fartin L. Haines, the "Cran-
best dress of mine. Now I want to berry K of, New Jersey, is dead..
get a bat to go with it. What v.ould
you suggest'? lko,11% throwers are getting busy
Miss Sharp—Wily not get a slouch?
the ground in the eastern, part of the
island sank appreciably. The dis-
turilhan-r lasted a minute.
COMES INTO PORT DAMAGED
Lond ,n,•Sept. 27.—With her stern
badly damaged, the schooner Lucy
Richmond was assisted into Dover)
Tuesday after having been in collis-
ion with the steamer Chemnitz.
The captain . reported that the
Chemnitz proceeded apparently un-
damaged. The Chemnitz passed east
of Wight from Baltimore bound for
'Bremen.
Sarah F. McDaniel, at Owensboro,
for the fourth time sued for divorte
from Rufus P /vIeDaniel. On the
three previous occasions the couple
reached an agreement as the separa-
tion was about to be granted.
Xtip St SIIEN—'injalma a.aotn
auxiaaq Aaqa Agsigass Mo.i apload
aqt Sr mil mous o llue_yen
air sestieN in 17.11xstp ieuoissaiituria
qmaaag alp to sot( sCsunoa tiaaarg
The thirteen months old child of
Mr. and MIrs. Lon Layne, of near
Jasper. ,Tenn., weighs one hundred
pounds and is not only fat but heal-
thy.
FIERCE ATROCITIES
SCENES OF MASSACRE AT
BAKU DESCRIBED BY ENG-
LISH OIL MEN.
Witnessed Large Portion of the
Butchery and Were Themselves
in Danger of Death.
London, Sept. 27.—Interesting inci-
dents of the experiences of the Eng-
lishmen connected with the oil indus-
try at Baku are reaching their iela-
t ves in England. Williams, one of
the four Englishmen rescued from a
mob at Balkhan, writes, that the stor-
ies of the horrors but give a feeble
acount of the actual occurrenves. lie
adds: "I was shut up in my place at
Zambrat for five days without any
water except naizen (local mineral
water). All the people here were cry
ing and fainting. All around were
fires and rifle shots. Ten Armenians
were kliled out of those in our own
yard. You could not walk a yard
without several shots being fired at
you. We tried to save the wounded
but the shooting was too good and
we had to gnve up the attempt"
Edward MacCallum, another res-
cued British subject, fully confirms
the stories cf the massacre, burning
and pillage. After describing the corn
mencement of the outbreak on Sep-.
tember 2, when tile Armenians mas-
sacred 300 Tartars, he describes how,
during the night of Septehber 6, Tar-
tars entered the workmen's barracks
at Romani and massacred everybody
in them within an hour. Five hnn-
dred Tartars surrounded the works
where MacCallum was stationed, arid
forced him to give up the Armea'ans
hiding on the premises. "Fourteen of
these were butchered in the yard with
fiendish brutality," he says. "One man
had his entire stomach cut out. The
band sacked the neighborhood in the
most systematic manner. They had
carts ready to take away their plun-
der to the Tartar villages. Fifty Cos
sacks with a police chef arrived on
the scene, but did nothing but look
on at the work of massacre. The
whole time we were besieged we
lived on condensed salt water."
Forest Jones, an 0. 8r M, brake-





The whirligig of lie in Gotham is
SC' rapid that it seems impossible to
check the pace. One most go with
the crowd or be trampled on. To
show just how people and. firings
keep on the go the Tribune sueppirar-
izes the daily round 4n these ishort
lines:
Every 40 seconds an iMmigrant ar-
rives.
Every 3 minutes some one is ar-
re,ted.
Every 6 minutes a cb.ld is born.
Every 7 minutes there is a funeral.
d.
Every 13 minutes a couple get mar-
rie
Every 42 minutes a new business
firm starts up.
Every 48 minutes a building catch-
ea fire.
Every 48 minute; a shipaleaves the
harbor.
Every 51 minutes a new building
is erected.
Every iy, hours some one is killed
by accident.
Every 7 hours aome one fails :n
business.
Every 8 hours an attempt to kill
some one is made. •
Every 81A hours some couple is
divorced.
Every to hours some one commits
suicide.
Every 2 days sonic one
ed.
it murder-
First Lesson in Cooking.
(Town and County.)
Ethel—Mamma, don't you think
women should know how tb cook so
that they may be able to look after
their husbands' digestion when they
marry?
Mamtna—Certainly, dear.
Ethel—Mayn't I go to the kitchen,
then; and practite making butter-
scotches?
Rind of Help He Needed
(Philadelphia Press.)
"Want to put adv-tizliment in your
paper," said the bibulous man. "Musht
have somebody take care me."
"Yes" replied the clerk. "You want
• d
to advertise for a valet"
"No. Better shay: 'Wanted—Shnake
charmer.'" •
Three Legislative Candidates.
The le'gislative district composed oi
Ballard and Carlisle counties now has
three candidates in the field for rep-
rereatative. The republicans have
nominated W. L. Elliaton, of Car-
lisle. The socia-sts have nominated
Rev. Mr. McCaw and Will T. White
is the democratic nominee.
FIVE CHILDREN BURNED,
Fort Dodge, Ia., Sept. 27.—Five
children were cremate" a fire which
destroyed the Anderson home this
morning while they were asleep. A
gasoline explosion caused the fire.
EDGAR[W.' WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL EST.:• Tid., WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. MS/
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.





An elegant line of imported cloths
and suitings for Fall and Winter.




516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 29 South Third street I have
the nicest line O. samples for tints
In the city. Snits made to order.
E. H. PURY7EAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,






The reopening of the Western Na-
tional of Louisville, which is contin-
gent upon the payment by the stock-
holders to Receiver Thomas W.
Thom-ton of 345o,000 during thepres-
ent week, is believed to • • seared
490-
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANR THROAT





Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, 120
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.




For the above occasion the Illinois
Central Railroad company will sell
tickets from Paducah to St. Louis and
return on October 3rd for $5.3,5 for
the round trip, good returning until
October 6th.
J. T. DQNOVAN, Agent,
Pactitcalt, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD,
T. A.. Union Depot.
Low Rates to California.
From September it to October 34,
the Illinois Central Railroad com-
pany will veil oue-vray second-class
tkkets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal, for $33.00,
J. T Donn.van, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
Shampooing, Bleaching, Dyeing.
Dandruff cured by electrical treat
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, or Jefferson
street.
W. Mike Olives. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Piducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone, 114. ON Phone 303.
GREEN 6RAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to Ica; /loath Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-.
era.
The hotel at Gordonsville, Tenn.,
burned Tuesday night. Several in-





DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 335
Office hours 8 to ro a. us., x to 3




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
Paducah, Kentucky.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, ham Sine's
worth of city property for sale and





Both Phones 695—Rooms 203 and 204
Fraterity Buikling.
ALE EN W. BARK LEY,
Attorney-at-Law.
Room. No. 5, Cohusbia Building.
11144114M4.' 
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRU EH EA RT BUILDING.
Both phone sall at the office, both
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 S. M.; 1 to 3 p. m., 7 to 9 j)./M.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE zao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES






Office also Park MIL Maybelid Ky.
DEAL'S'llahaisgfra
AL:* Phone 136, r ,
EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lemessee river
and return.
0
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table, •
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to PI&
Koger, superintendent; Frank- L.
Brown, ags.nt.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for secora--Elia
Stoes ar2d
Ftlprzitare.
Buy anything and sell everything.
ash-aao Court street. Old phOne 13I6s
Clem .Frausioli.
Moving wagon in connection.





Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the *
state. Both phones lc
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR nounw DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY.
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE ins.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNICY•AT•LAW,












Rooms ro, sr and is, Columbia B.
PADUC.AH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will practice is all courts of Km- <4
gicky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smith .
DENTIST.
Office ovir Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3•6 Etroadwaye
DR. W. C. ENBANKS.
(Homeopathist)




Offset phone 25z, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. ULBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN -
Phone 196, 400 1-3 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
































































































































































































t. recto On Current evento
Depend Upon Yourself, Not on Fate.
(Succes.)
Man , a nun has tried to justify
his fa lure en the ground that he was
dioomjed by the cards wh.ch fate dealt
Pli , that he must pick them up and
ply the game, and that no effort,
wever great, on his part, could
berially change the result. But,
y young friend, the Fate that deals
ur cards is in the main your own
olution. The result of the game
oes not rest with fate or destiny,
4but with you. You will take the trick
if you have the superior energy, abil-
ity, and deterrOnation requisite to
take it. You have the power within
yourself to change the value of the
cards, which you say, fate has dealt
you. The game depends upon your
training, upon the way you are disci-
plined to seize and use your opportu-
nities, and upon your ability to put
grit M the place of superior advant-
• es.
Just because circumstances do some
times give clients to lawyers and pa-
tients bo physiciaa.s, put commonplace
clergymen in uncommon pulpits and
claCe the sone of the rich at the head
of great corporations even when they
have only average ability and scarce-
ly any experience, while poor youths
with greater ability and more exper-
ience, often have to fight tlse:r way
for years to obtain ordinary situations
are you justified in starting out with-
out a chart or in leaving a place for
luck in your program? What would
you think of the captain of a great
liner who would start out to sea with
opt any port in view and trust to luck
to hind his precious cargo safely?
Did you ever know of a strong man
making out his life program and de-
Reeding upon chance to carry one any
tit of it? Men who depend upon
I
u
wit" do not think it worth while
make a thorough preparation for
ccesa. They are not willing to pay
the regular price for it. They are
hunting for short Cots to success.
Power gr vitates to the man who
knows how "Luck is the tide, noth-
ing more. 4 strong man rows with
it, if it :A ? ;oward his port; he









it the tendency of young
opportunity in the world
rather than in the proles-
: y years ago every well-
:all of fix sons made one of
119 cher, one of them a 
tUtf them a lawyer and one
•• cull or a solder. Only the
teem, the harum-scarum and
t. "arras were sent into the
coin.? t"niuses and factories. To-
y bet he change! The flower
of Ame young manhood is at
work not the hospitals or the
courts but iron foundries and
slaughter houses. The younger Van-
derbilt, are firemen and eng neers.
The younger Armours slay the pro-
testing swine. The profession.s, begin
ning by being overcrowded, have be-
come profitable and soon they may
be sadly neglected. The law does not
*offer such prizes as the canned goods
trade or copper-smelting. The minis-
try is not comparable, in. point of
repfit, with frenzied finance or the
order business. •
sponsible for the peace of mankind.
Good Results Sure to Follow.
(Cleve)use Leader.)
Condemnafon of misconduct on the
part of high officials of great life in-
surance companies must not be per-
mitted to extend to the principle of
insurance. Immense corpora ions
have been corroded with waste, ex-
travagance and gross criminality, but
other. may be clean and free of taint.
There is nothing in the nature of life
insurance which prevents entire de-
votion to the most exacting standards
of business honor. Out of the huge
scaldals in New York good will éómi
From the scorching flames of pubitc-
ity plethoric corporations, long fats
tening and waxing foul, wit emerge
purified. Their policies will be paid
in due time. Their future _will




A favltfinding, criticising habit is
'fatal to all excellence. Nothing will
strangle growth quicker than a tend-
ency to hunt for flaw*, to rejoice in
the unlovely.- like a 'hog, which al-
ways has his nose in the mud and
rexely looks up. The direction in
which we look indicates the life aim,
and people Who are always looking
for something to criticisei for the
crooked and the ugly, who are always
suspicious, who invariably look at the
gr• rat side of others, are but giving
(he woOd a picture of themselves.
This Ihsposition to see the worst
instead of the best grows on one very
rapidly, tint} it ultimately strangles
all that is beautiful and crushes out
II that is good in himself. No met-
er how many times your confidence
has been betrayed, do not allow your-
self to sour, do not lose your faith
in people. The bad are the exceptions;
most people are honest and true and
mean to do what is right.
Discussion That Makes for Peace.
(Springfield, Mass., Republican.)
Opening our minds to the truth
that war is one of the great central
facts of out time and that never be-
gfore in history were such careful and
vcoet134preparations for it made, tl(e
reed tor discussions and measures
that will strike at the roots of it and
not play gracefully around its edges
is apparent. The czar, in forrmilat-
ing a programme for the next con-
gress, can easily be to "practical,'
let him rather push forward strong
proposals for preserving' internation-
al Alimony fkom among the various
dislo-nted poitits in the laws of war
which are mire to form, in large
measure, the staple' of debate. The
mere discussions would at least be
edupparl and there would be .profit
in t up public sentiment, which
in 1 iest ret rt, must remain re-
Enormous Naval Expenses.
(New York Mail.)
In putting from $4000,000 to $7,-
000,000 into the construttion of a bat-
tle ship nat'ons are practitally putting
that amount into an eggshell which
may be cruehed and ruined at a touch
Commodore Oliver Hazard Perry
won a memorable victory, very im-
portant in its results, with a fleet of
ships which seventy days before his
fight had been standing as living trees
on the shores of Lake Erie. That
was not so far back in the history of
the nations. Now it takes four years
to build a battleship and fifteen min-
utes, perhaps, to destroy it. We call
this progress, but the icy of the na-
tions over President Roosevelt's
achievement in restoring peace sug-
gests that the world's attention may




Court Proceedings of Interest, With
Cutting Affray, Etc.
Mayfield Monitor, a6th.)
The condition of Mr. Walter Wil-
•on is not improved. He has been
confined to his bed for several days,
and has suffered hemorrhages of the
lunge within the past few days.
Mrs. Mainds Dublin has filed a pe-
tition in the circuit court for an ab-
solute divorce from Bunk Dublin.
She also asks for $730 alimony for
the past five years and :he custody
of her child four years old.
John T. Cope was fined $5o in jus-
tice Hughes' court Monday afternoon.
He was charged with beating up Bill
Slayden two weeks ago. Mr. Slay-
den last week sued Mr. Cope for $2,-
000 damages, and this will be settled
in November.
Tuesday morn reg in the city court
Ab Keeling was held to appear before
the November grand jury on the
charge of cutting in sudden heat and
passion. The offense is alleged to
have been committed one night
about six weeks ago at the beer house
on the western edge of Mayfield, and
the man who received the stabs is Si
Greta
A suit wai filed in the circuit court
Tuesday by a man named Hercum
Allcock, a resident of Cairo. Ill..
through Taylor & Lucas, a Paducah
law firrn None of the parties con-
nected w:th the suit live in thit coun-
ty nor are known here, and it is not




Great Fells, .Post., Sept. 27.-At
the county fair, which opened here
yesterday, there is on exhibition what
the inventor calls 'rimless potatoes.
Some three months ago D. D.
Divot, the discoverer of the new pro-
cess for producing potatoes, announc-
ed that he could grow potatoes in
from two to three months in a special
preparation discovered by himeelf, in
layers on top of each other and with-
out vines.
His exper:ments have been conduct
ed in a box eight feet square. In the
bottom of the box a layer of Darst's
preparation is placed to the depth of
three inches, and a number of pota-
toes planted therein. Another layer
of three inches is scattered o
potatoes and more potatoes plantec.
ir the usual way and so on until the
frame is full.. Darst claims that the
box may be built to almost any
height with layer after layer of po-
tatoes without affecting the produc-
ing quality of his composition and
that he can have new potatoes for
market in any climate at any time of
the year.
SCARLET FEVER
Board of Health to Fight
Danger of Epidemic
ALL SCHOOL BUILDINGS
TO BE WELL FUMIGATED
Are But Few Cases of Disease in the
-City and- Onir-Cuudan Is--
Necessary.
SOME INTERESTING
NOTES OF THE SCHOOLS
Yesterday afternoon a meeting was
held by the city board of health and
there was present Di. Sights, Dr.
Brothers, Dr. Brooks, Mr. Abe Ans-
acher. Mayor jr and City Health
Officer William Graves. ne purpose
of the gathering was to take some
action regarding the scarlet fever
scare at the public schools and the
board instructed the health officer to
start in Friday aftern000 when the
schools dismissed for the week and
fumigate every room in the city. It
will take until Sunday night or early
Monday morning for this to be done.
The board deemed this advisable in
order to rid all possible chance of
germs, and alleviate the fright some
parents are having regarding send-
ing their children to school.
During yesterday's session the
board also decided to immediately
frame up a book of rules that° must
be abided by in families where scarlet
fever prevails. The laws of the land
give the board this authority and
places them in charge so that they
can compel obedience to rules adopt-
ed for guidance in order to prevent
any spread of the disease.
When informed that the board of
health had ordered all the rooms
fumigated, Supt. Lieb stated this was
most satisfactory to himself and trail-
teas, as no one was more anxious
than they to destroy every possible
chance of germs, and they willingly
would give access to all the build-
ings. Prof. Lieb said there was one
thing though they would not permit,
and that was a repetition of yester-
day's incident whereby Mrs. Wilcox
had to dismiss her room at the Lee
building. at Fourth and Ohio streets,
on account of the strong fumes of
sulphur getting into that room and
making it impossible for the chfldren
to remain .at their studies.
Keeper William Wheelis, of the
city's pest home, is doing the fumi-
gating for the board of health of
those two rooms that have been dis-
missed on account of children attend-
ing same breaking out with the fever.
Yesterday while he was burning sul-
phur in the room of Miss Johnson,
at the Lee building, it got into Mrs.
Wilcox's room and necessitated the
dismissal of the latter. In perform-
' ing their fumigation work the health
authorities will have to wait until af-
ter school hours so as not to bother
any of the scholars.
When asked yesterday who was to
pay for the fumigation, Dr. Sights
said that had not been discussed at
the board of health meeting, but pro&
abilities were the city would stand
for it. President Williamson. of the
board of education, said they did
not have any money to be spent in
that manner.
1 with 
hammering and knocking, but
he finds not much noise is to be made,
and his plumbers were working at
the task several hours of yesterday.
They will have the larger valves in
right away and this will remedy the
defect in the present system wherein
the valves being so small enough
water cannot rush through them.
Finished Getting Figures.
Yesterday Captain W. H. Patter-
son, the former city clerk, finished go-
ing over the city records, getting off
figures showing how much of the city
back taxes the &chola hoard is due
them. Mir. Patterson will now get up
his statement and present it to the
trustees meeting next Tuesday even-
ing at the Washington building on
West Broadway. The statement will
show how much is due the schools,
if their claim is valid, and if the city
-Fejecifiti traim, suit- on same will be
brought.
Prof. Sugg Resumes.
Yesterday morning Prof. W. H.
Sugg reenrned his duties as principal
of the Franklin school building, af-
ter a several weeks illness with ty
phoid fever. Supt. Marvin Ragsdale,
of the county schools, has been
teaching in the other's place at the
Franklin building, hut when Mir.
Sugg returned to work yesterday,
Mr. Ragsdale went down and took
charge of the building for Prof. W. P.
Johnson who was called out of the
city by a lawsuit in which he is in-
terested.
Another Case.
Yesterday it developed that Miss
Ivy Bock, of South Ninth street, had
the starlet fever. Supt. Lieb found
she developed same last Monday, but
had left the schools the proceeding
Friday therefore there was no danger
of germs being left in the room as
the attack did not overcome her for
three days after sift left the room.
Gg THEIR DOUGH
MAYFIELD BAND BOYS SLIP-
PED UP ON THE HECK
CARNIVAL.
At Lexington They "Tied up" the
Outfit and Got Nearly All of
the Money Due Them.
The band of Mayfield that went
with the Heck Carnival company has
gone up against what every musical
aggregation tackles when they go
out with concerns of this kind that
do not circulate the filthy 'ucre with
much of a flourish.
Mieny well known musicians from
that adjoining city tied on to the
Heck people and traveled the countrx
with them the pasts six weeks. Fin-
ally the carnival company did not
"sight", the musicians with coin as
salary, and the band quit the out-
fit at Ann Arbor, Mich, and com-
menced playing for the big races
there. The carnival company went on
over the country and got to Lexing-
ton, Ky., several days ago. One of
the old hand members followed the
troupe and at Lexington attached the
outfit for the $353 due the musicians.
Finally in order to get their convparey
out of "hock" the carnival people
cense across with $290 which was
salary enough for the band players
and they released their attachment on
the attractions that proceeded on
their way.
The Mayfield boys expect to arrive
home next week, or the week follow-
ing, irons Ann Arbor, where they







Auditor's Agent Sues on the Ground









Leave Horse Branch 












Arr;ve New Orleans 
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot in the
county court decided in favor of the
defendant in the suit of Auditor's
Agent Frank Lucas against the Chi-
cago, St. Louis & New Orleans rail-
road, for back taxes claimed due the
state on many millions of dollars
worth of franchise property controll-
ed rs this state by the defendant. The
plaintiff will immediately appeal the
proceeding and carry it to the high-
est court in the land.
The Chicago, St. Louie & New Or-
leans road has a franchise to operate
a railroad in this state, and they leas-
ed this franchise to the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad for $1.300s000 each year.
The auditor'r. agent now sues the rail
road for five years' back taxes and
the twenty per cent penalty on the
amount of the franchise as evidenced
by its value, which is the price it is
leased to the Illinois Central railroad
for. Judge Lightfoot heard the pro-
ceeding yesterday in the circuit court
room side of the court house, and af-
ter the evidence and arguments were
all in decided in favor of the defend-
ant.
The plaintiff acquiesces that the Ii-
iinaia payy,ita franchise tax
and also upon its rolling stock or tan
gible property, but claims the C., St.
L. & N. 0. should pay a franchise
The Standard Oil group of New
York, financiers is said to have ob-
tained control of tfltetiOn securities
in Ohio and Tadians with a par 'value
of $83,150,000 at a reported cash out-
lay of Sen,000,000. Other similar
traneactOnet are known to be pend-
ing.
Action will be filed October 8 to de
dare judicially dead Chas. Henning,
who, seven years ago absconded from
taking shout $R,000 of the




It was thought that a little Brooks
girl had the fever and she was yester- 1alsn.
day sent home, hut it turned out to Edmond F. Trabue, of Louisville,
not be of the scarlet variety. She
attended the room of Miss Lizzie
Singleton, at the Lee building on
Fourth and Ohio streets:-
No more new cases have developed,
and the? only two rooms dismissed
are those of Miss Virginia Johnson,
at the Fourth and Ohio building and
Mies Cathev Thomas, at the Wash-
ington building, on West Broadway.
as in mu
Putting New Valves In
Yesterday Contractor E. Hannan.
the plumber, put his men to work of
putting new valves in the toilet room
at the building on Fifth and Ken-
tucky avenue, es-) a larger flow of
water could gush through same and
carry off the deposit in the basins.
The contractor thought he would wait
and put in the new valves after school
hours so as not to disturb the scholars
1 A young woman was brutally mur-
dered in the Meretham tunnel of the_tar
London and Southern railway
North Bound.
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 










Arrive Central City 




represented the road, he being their
Chief counsel for Kentucky. Tax
CommiseOner W. L. Tarbet and
Messrs. P. T. Hannagan and L. A.
Harkness, of Chicago, were also here
ettending the trial.
It is again rumored that the boy
king of Spain is to be married short-
ly, the prospective bride being the
Princess Ena, of Battenberg, a niece
of King Edward, of England.
A collective note from the six pow
!ere interested to the Porte declares
that the determination to control the




















































































Ar. St. Louis 
No. 306. No. 374.
1a:40pm. 4:20p.m. Lv. St. L.ouis.... 7:45arn.
4:25p.m. 8:40p•m• Lv. Chicago...., 2 :5011.111.
5 :302.111. 8 :052 MI Lv. Carbondale. rx :4oa.m.











LT. Princeton.. 2 :35prn.
Ar. Paducah....
Lv. Paducah. ...
Ar. Cairo  8:35P.m.
Ar. St. Louis  7:08a_na








































Trains mrarked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and toe carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and 102 sleepers between
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Pachicab, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.




THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDIaR TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARA?. SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY rY2c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, 15c, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE, NEW PA NELL PFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND-EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS LN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL 'L-REAT YOU RIGHT AND0
CsIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
a -3E-
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE





We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. R.ANDLE%.
1 e Age from the typhoon-it "Nes. "dile reitote Department'. ands and vicinity .is greater than tist church riveet'srvetings Rank,






ALL RECORDS BROKEN Pack-\ best
The clearing sale of Chamblee Bros. is a wonderful success, crowds are immense. We are in position to suppl t d
thousands with Clothing, Hats; Underwear and Furnishings. There are many articles you can use at prices .yo
may never again have the opportunity of buying at.
HERE ARE SOME OF THE PRICES
Mens' and Boys' Suits And Pants
MEN'S $4no SUITS  i  1.98
MEWS $5.00 SUITS  $2.48
MEN'S $7.50 SUITS  $3.4'5
MEN'S $10.00 SUITS  .48
MEN'S $ra.00 SUITS   .48
MEN'S $15.co SUITS p7.48
MEN'S $20.00 SUITS V.98
MONEY BACK
•••
i6T-rn-Yne. Now I want to
to sto with h. What would
....
+
IF GOODS ;s:ZE NOT y




The best proof of our re-
liability is the number of
Prescriptions that goes on
our file each day.
The best test is a trial.
You must be fair to
yourself and your doctor.





Thursday Morning, Sept. 28, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside', osteopath,
609 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
and New 76r.
-The great Columbia feather
works now located at lois Clark
street. Manufacturers of all kinds
of pillows and bedding.
-Yesterday was fair and warmer
than for several days. Last night
was calm and &Ise The prediction
for today is for fair and still warmer
atmosphere.
Fell Into Pit.
Engineer J. L. Bealen of the I. C.
was brought here from Louisville yes-
terday tnofning and placed in the
railroad hospital for treatment of his
•badly sprained wrist that was in-
jured bg"falling into the roundhouse
pit at the Falls- City. He lives on
South Ninth street here in this city.
Supt Egan Out
Supt. A. H. Egan, of The Illinois
Central railroad, is able to be ottl
again after a ten days confinement
with illness at his home in Louisville.
He was able to come down to Daw-
son several days ago, but has now
gone back to Louisville. He ex-
pects to get to this city' by the last
of this week.
Hit In Head.
Brakeman J. D. White colored, is
t the hospital ,ith a deep gash cut
in his head. He was, standing on top
,of an engine tender while ibis train
was crossing the Cumberland river
bridge, when a beam of the structure
struck. him and inflicted the gash.
NOTICE RED MIEN.
All members of Otego Tribe No.
60, E. 0. R. M. are requested to he
at the wigwam tonight at 7:30 p. m.
rpecial work in the adoption, war-
IF, and chiefs &Tice.
D. A. CROSS, Acting Sachtm.
C. F. WIILSTACH. C. of R.
• ... ........
MEN'S roc HANDKERCHIEFS 
MEN'S 15c SOCKS
MEN'S 25c SUSPENDERS 
MEN'S 75c DRESS SHIRTS 






Mens' Ladies and Childrens' Shoes.
MEN'S $5.00 SHOES   $2.48
MEN'S $3.5o SHOES   $1.98
MEN'S $3.Oo SHOES  $1.69
MEN'S $1.50 SHOES  $1.19
CHAMBLEE V BROS., 'Paducah, Ky.
430 Broadway. opposite Palmer House.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm goes to
Louisville today to visit her sister,
Mrs. Eva Mud*. '-
Colonel Michael Griffin, the tobac-
co buyer, is in the city from Murray,
but goes back today.
-MT. Bert King, the cornet' player




ers of the independent telephone
company of here, yesterday went to
Louisville to arrange for connections
between his company and the long
distance lines operated through the
South by independent companies.
Mks. King Brooks and Mrs. John
Goodwin went yesterday to visit in
Evansville.
Mrs. John Ladd, of Cairo, has re-
turned 'home after visiting Mrs. James
Leigh, of South Eleventh street.
Mr. George DuBois went to Phila-
d college.Phi# yesterday to re-enter medi-
loess Vennie Edwards ha., returned
from visiting in Smithland.
Kr. Lem Ogilvie yesterday went
to Dawson for a sojourn.
444Irs. Samuel Reddick, of Clinton,
Ky., is visiting Mrs James Nagel.
Mr. Jeff J. Reed returned yester-
day from Union City, Tenn., where
he is still promoting the interurban
route..out of that city. Nothing new
ha. developed.
Miss litarie Roth went to Louisville
yesterday for a visit.
Misa Lizzie Hall returned yester-
day from visiting at Hickory Grove.
Miss Mearie Coyle and brotber,
Frank, have returned from spending
the summer in Livingston county.
Mr. Frank Slaughter and wife, of
Cedar Bluff. are visiting Captain and
NErs. John Slaughter.
Mir. Albert McDonald. of Green-
ville. Miss., is visiting Captain John
Slaughter.
Mr. E. A. Grigsby was here yester-
day from Louisville on business% He
is assistant state manager of Ken-
tucley for the Equitable Life Assur-
ance soeiety.
Mrs. S M. Gardner has returned
from Coliersvilk, Tenn., and is at
Oil home of her daughter.Mrs. Hal
Ccirbett. or North Ninth.'
Mrs. W. H. Roberts, Mrs. Reka
lenning and Alone Denning. of M'e-
tr000lis. are visiting Mrs. J. C. Jones,
of North Tenth
Mr. Leo Pettit yesterday went to
Owensboro to work for the L. de N.
roa,1
Futa Acre Williams, of Mint-
1-ay. ie,isitinir her brothers, Messrs
C. I td A. B. Acree.
lion 'fake C.Orilett and wife of
Nit'irkfiffe are visiting Me. and Mrs.
lisl Corbett. of North Ninth.
Mrs. lames William has returned
from Mayfield where she visited her
Mrs. Art Brand.
Mr. W. L. Adams. of Lexington, is
visiting 'his daughter. Mrs. L. B.
Pagan.
Forest Jones, an 0. & M brake-






THE AURORA liORALIS OF
ALL FUNNY SHOWS.
Weber's "Dainty Duchess."
RIGHT IN THE SWIM.
An entrancing spectacular production,
presenting two farcical fr4 lics




than and other similar
attraction.
Prices 25c, 35e, 30C, 73C, $1 00.
Seats on Sale Saturday ci a. in.
PRIZE WINNER
Peggy Erten Paris Has the Crowds
With Her Nightly.
Peggy from Paris serely. the
prise winner - cp.° sawni val
grounds, as every night slmer t he fes-
tival commenced this tent has been
over taxed beyond its capacity and
hundreds turned away because they
could not get inside. She is an es-
pec:al favorite Ladies and
children, but hundreds di men visit
her daily and nightly. The perform-
ance seeems new every time it is put
on and nothing monotonous exists
around the show.
The receipts of this attraction yes-
terday showed that Oaeg 1,000 people
visited it, and everyone vrsa turned
away highly pleased, which is suffi-
cient recommendaton for merit,s of
the feature. It is regarded by all as
the roost popular place on Ae
grounds.
NOTICE RED MEN.
All members of Otego Tribe No.
t'so. F 0. R. M. are requested to be
at the wigwam tonight at 7:3o p. tn.
Epecial work in the adoption, war-
riors, and chisrs degree.
D. A. CROSS. Acting Sachem
C. F. WilLSTACH, C. of R.
Don't You Forget It.
Palms, ferns and asparagat at
special prices at Brunson's, vs Broad
way, on Wednesday and Thursday.
"Souvenir."
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GgEERAL TONIC.
A CERMAIWtHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
POPULAR WANTS
FOR SALE-A gentle horse.
Phoue 1215 at 1754 Monroe street.
'FOR SALE-On North Sixth and
Boyd,loire 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire roz8 Trimble street.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of building on vorner Third
and Kentucky avenue; shoo rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
Manunen, Jr.
FOR SALE-A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
wees. Wil sell on terms to snit par-
Chaser. Price reasonable. ApplY at
X1.4 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630.
Leaky Roofs.
WHEN IT LtAKS THROUGH
YOUR ROOF ON TO YOUR PAR-
LOR FLOOR, YOU PUT SOME-
THING UNDER THE LEAK
YET, YOU ALLOW LITTLE
LEAKS IN YOUR FINANCES
WHICH ARE FAR MORE IM-
PORTANT THAT YOU DON'T
STOP. PLACE A HOME SAV-
INGS BANK UNDER THE LEAK
IN YOUR FINANCES. IF YOU
ALLOW IT TO GO ON UN-
CHECKED NOT YOUR CARPET
BUT YOUR WHOLE CHARAC-
TER AND FORTUNE WILL BE
RUINED
ONE OP THESE' LITTLE
STEEL BANKS KEPT IN YOUR
HOKE ENABLES YOU TO SAVE
LOTS OF MONEY YOU NOW
WASTE BECAUSE YOU HAVE'
NO GOOD WAY OF SAVING IT









ARE THE "ORIGINAL Towtc
CAPSULES.'
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-








11 & Clap Sta.. phone 38.
""4111111111:1E-52V.7...
+ONE THOUSAND OTHER
X ARTICLES TOO NUMER-
OUS TO MENTION.):
1:-:-+++++++++++++++44-1-2÷:-:-H4
A Cool Refreshing Drink.
THERE IS NOTHING THAT BRACES UP A MAN




THE PURE, HIGH GRADE MALT MAKES IT
STRENGTHENING. THE CAREFULLY SELECT B D
HOPS MAKE IT COOLING. THE SKILLFUL BREW-
ING GIVES IT A PECULIARLY REFRESHING, SATIS-
FYING*FLAVOR NOT FOUND IN OTHER -BEERS.
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roe 7-jewel Elea Watches for
$3 so; so 7-jewel Elea Witticism
in zo and so year cum. for
16-00 and $7.50; so 11 and 13
jewel watches, such as the Bun
Special, Street Special and
Crescent Street, worth $33 to
$55.00; sale price $1111 to $ag.so.
OVERCOATS
too Overcoats to be sold re-
gardless of cost or value; 300
tuiredeetned Overcoats worth
from $6 oo to Sao oo. go at $3 oo
to 119 so.
GUNS AND PISTOLS. 
snA fine line of Guns d Pistols
to be "old et the very lowest
priers. Also a large stock of
unredeemed guns and pistols to
be sold at year own price
SHOES
We have 1,isoo pairs of new, up-
"Clan. Ont
to.datt a politician
less of cu.biack shee
yorodsoolte oaltudi
80 Wein Nil Piing be
MUSICAL Ilthold
roo Fiddles, worefica op to
23.00, to be sold ii 3 se to
Sra 5o. 100 Cmitars„ worth from
$5 oo to $15 oo Sale price. $1.75
to $o so. se Ac•..ordeons ranging
in price from $450 to $15 oo;
sale price, $s go to $7 so,
CLOTHING.
r,000 Pairs Pants, all new and
up-to-date goods, all $1.5o pan.
Sale price, get: • all °$s oo and
S2 So pants go at $z.4; all $3-so
and $4 oo pants go at $2 79; all
our $4 5o and $6 oo tailor made
pants go at j3 48. 100 emits and
vests to be sold regardless of
cost or value.
BEN MICHAEL.
STORE WILL BE OPEN EV FRY EVENING UNTIL.r50
USE KEVIL'S %
Hrietocrat flour
- The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING ANDmALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
INCORPORATED.
Both 'Ph9.n•5, 295. Prompt Delivery
ti ve •. ts'i.tn 11V-a.t - ICapt Martin L. Haine."
berry K ne?' of, New Jersey, is dead et ,I
getting busy Thorton s. %
ent week, ic it•i te IP a
Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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